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Health Experts Call For Suspension Of Pfizer Vaccination Among Elderly After Norway Deaths

BY TYLER DURDEN SATURDAY, JAN 16, 2021 - 6:44

Update (1630ET): In what can only be described as a somewhat concerning turn of events, health experts from Wuhan, China, called on
Norway and other countries to suspend the use of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines produced by companies such as Pfizer, especially
among elderly people (following the surge in deaths in Norway described below)

China's Global Times reports Chinese experts said the death incident should be assessed cautiously to understand whether the death was caused
by vaccines or other preexisting conditions of these individuals.

Yang Zhanqiu, a virologist from Wuhan University, told the Global Times on Friday that the death incident, if proven to be caused by
the vaccines, showed that the effect of the Pfizer vaccine and other mRNA vaccines is not as good as expected, as the main purpose
of mRNA vaccines is to heal patients.
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A Beijing-based immunologist, who requested anonymity, told the Global Times on Friday that the world should suspend the use of
the mRNA COVID-19 vaccine represented by Pfizer, as this new technology has not proven safety in large-scale use or in
preventing any infectious diseases.

Older people, especially those over 80, should not be recommended to receive any COVID-19 vaccine, he said.

All of which is a problem since it is the elderly who are at most risk (quite frankly at any real risk at all) and thus who need the protection the most.
The Chinese health experts instead say that the most elderly and frail should be recommended to take medicines to improve their immune
system.

Of course, one cannot help but note the irony of scientists from the source of the plague that has killed millions around the world and destroyed
lives/economies almost everywhere, is now calling for the cessation of the process to protect against the plague.

*  *  *

As we detailed earlier, Norway health authorities are reporting COVID-19 vaccine news of monumental importance at a moment the US is rushing
to get an initial some 30 million doses into the arms of the elderly and those with chronic health conditions: sick patients over 80 are particularly
at risk for devastating side effects.

Thus for this vulnerable demographic which is currently first in line in North America, the "cure" could be worse than the disease. Bloomberg notes
that it's "the most cautious statement yet from a European health authority" regarding potential adverse vaccine health risks.

"For those with the most severe frailty, even relatively mild vaccine side effects can have serious consequences," the
Norwegian Institute of Public Health said.
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Via AP
The health authority said further in its most blunt statement cautioning against a policy of a blanket promotion of the vaccine for all:

"For those who have a very short remaining life span anyway, the benefit of the vaccine may be marginal or irrelevant."

This comes after a handful of global cases, including an elderly patient in France, where a recipient died within hours of receiving their first-round of
the vaccine.

Thus far Norway says it has administered doses to up to 33,000 people, including the elderly, but are already finding it "too risky" for the terminally
ill and people over 80 that are in frail condition. Given only 33,000 injected so far, the reported death count is already staggering and is causing
officials to sound the alarm:

Norwegian officials said 23 people had died in the country a short time after receiving their first dose of the vaccine. Of those
deaths, 13 have so far been autopsied, with the results suggesting that common side effects may have contributed to severe
reactions in frail, elderly people, according to the Norwegian Medicines Agency.

But despite the warnings being featured prominently at the end of this week in Bloomberg and multiple other mainstream publications, again we
doubt this will do anything in terms of putting the brakes on the rushed vaccine rollout in the US where it's precisely the elderly, frail, and those
prone to persistent health conditions that are being urged on by state and federal policies to be first in line.

Neil Clark
@NeilClark66

How many of these deaths came after the Pfizer 
vaccine? It would be good to know after the news from 
Norway.
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749 411 Share this Tweet
Meanwhile, Bloomberg had this to say of the most common vaccine brands in Norway and the West:

Representatives for Pfizer and BioNTech didn’t immediately respond to requests for comment.

The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine approved late last year has been used most broadly, with a similar shot from Moderna Inc. approved
earlier this month also now being administered.

Norway initiated its COVID-19 vaccinations last month on the heels of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine receiving approval by the European Medicines
Agency. Norway's infections are approaching 60,000 out of total population of 5.3 million, including over 500 deaths.

Many skeptics in Europe and the US still have severe reservations about the vaccines, even as big pharma and governments continually insist
they are completely safe.
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What happened to "one preventable death is too many?"  Only applies to the virus, not the vaccine?  Oh, got it.
LetThemEatRand
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Please come with us for re-education.  Your co-operation is appreciated.
floosy
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Luckily, Pfizer has blanket immunity to lawsuits over this.

Almost like they knew it was coming....nah, couldn't be.
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88 Reply!

Almost like they knew it was coming....nah, couldn't be.

Well, I'm off to get my second shot.
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85 Reply!

22 hours ago

After enough people die,they'll start calling it the Trump vaccine.
cankles' server

"

"

11 28 Reply!

PREMIUM 22 hours ago (Edited)

Donald isn’t who you think he is. And he has always known about Antibody Dependent Enhancement and high dose
intravenous vitamin c. Georgia Guidestone death cult freaks Jarvanka are probably laughing maniacally on the
inside over this headline right now. Very sick psychopathic people. You have no idea.

tion

"

"

3

22 hours ago (Edited)

You're supposed to take the Vit C orally so I can say it doesn't work. By passing the stomach's ability to uptake
into the bloodstream is heresy! Oh wait...

SwmngwShrks

"

"

22

PREMIUM 22 hours ago (Edited)

If no IVC available, oral vitamin c flush protocol can still be very helpful if cytokine storm onset or low blood
oxygen levels. The body requires a baseline of vitamin c just to adequately be able to bind iron and oxygen to the
blood. Hence the rapidly elevating unbound iron ferritin levels accompanying cytokine storm. SARS-CoV-2 can
become a very heavy vitamin c scavenger/depleter under high viral load or prolonged duration. Unlike animals,
who can multiply their own vitamin c production very many times over when ill, humans produce no vitamin c on
their own and can have a hard time replenishing levels to sufficiency during/after illness without supplementation.

Even aside from ADE, the ~30% of the populace with an MTHFR genetic mutation that they are most likely
unaware of and other glutathione depleted individuals like the elderly or chronically ill are at further additional risk
of being severely injured or potentially even killed by a vaccine.

tion
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22 hours ago

One has to pass through the psychopath Apex Predator membrane into cabal-land to get to wield black hat
power doesn't one, that's 101 so where's the surprise?

Lorenz Feedback

"

"

11 5

21 hours ago

Interesting reference to the Georgia Guidestone monument.  I knew nothing about it.  Very interesting.  Trump's
connections to Jared's cult of psychopaths has always been the most troubling aspect of his presidency to me,
with childish narcissism running a close second.

Electro Static

"
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12 2

21 hours ago

ie: You take CCP-approved Chinee vaccine, round-eye!

 

BigJim

Update (1630ET): In what can only be described as a somewhat concerning turn of
events, health experts from Wuhan, China, called on Norway and other countries to
suspend the use of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines produced by companies such
as Pfizer, especially among elderly people (following the surge in deaths in Norway
described below)
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21 hours ago

The people (leftists) you adore are the sick ones. Collusion with foreign countries, pedophilia and satanic rituals. 
YOU have no idea.

fn_fcst

"

"

5

18 hours ago

Irish Health Dept forced to admit in court CV 19 virus doesn't exist

Here is a video from 12/27/2020. A court in Ireland refused to provide evidence of isolate (laboratory isolate) of
the Sars-cov-2 virus. Specifically, the court acknowledged that it had no evidence that the virus had ever been
isolated (purified from other biomaterial) by anyone in a laboratory. In other words, the court stated that it has no
evidence of the existence of a scientifically obtained strain of this virus.

websitethatredditremovesstartswithBITandrhymeswithPARACHUTE /video/LjCLRqJpxlXK/

In addition to refusing to provide scientific evidence for the existence of the sars-cov-2 virus, the court also failed
to provide the scientific justification for the mandatory wearing of masks, social distancing, and, of course,
vaccination.

In the second half of the video, very reasonable questions are asked:

- what kind of vaccine (or preventive drugs) can we even talk about when there is no causative virus of the
"disease"?

- what kind of "coronavirus" mutations are we constantly being told about by the so-called "scientists", if there is
no virus isolate?

And many others.

Of course, the global financial capital does not care about all this and will continue to force its narrative as if
nothing had happened. In November WHO officials were still shamelessly appealing to the statements of the
Chinese authorities (dated 07.01.2020) about the alleged isolation of a new virus, as well as to the WHO statistics
concerning 60 million "confirmed cases" and more than 1.4 million deaths "from covid" as proof of the "existance
of the Sars-Cov-2". https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-pandemic-idUSKBN2862DL .

In other words, WHO officials are only referencing the media and themselves…

They got tangled up in their own lies. For example, back in mid July, in a COVID-19 diagnostic instruction
published on their official website, on p. 39 it was explicitly stated that they were testing PCR on some
surrogate/simulation of the sars-cov-2 virus. Because they simply didn't have the real virus in their laboratory in
Atlanta, one of the largest in the USA. How is that possible? How is that possible that they are ordering to clean
driveways and public places, presumably because virus is everywhere, yet they don't have it in their largest labs?
Well, the answer is simple and I think you know it already.

 

Zelensky Covid-19 Treatment Protocol, 0420

1.  Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated.

2.  Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is treated.

3.  Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated (unless their circumstances change
and they fall into category 1 or 2).

Out-patient treatment regimen is as follows:

1.  Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days

2.  Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days

3.  Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days

keeper20
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"

http://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-pandemic-idUSKBN2862DL
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15 hours ago

"The people (leftists) you adore are the sick ones. Collusion with foreign countries, pedophilia and satanic rituals. 
YOU have no idea."

hey hey guy. True nationalists only adore nuking Washington DC to start nuking Israel, Britain and China, to then
annihilate all billionaires.

But if it has to be one party annihilated completely, so that another can become normal under nationalism, so it is
a way to not annihilate half of all billionaires' millionaires peasants and use them for nationalism, ok then.

Trump is a peon, he never cared. Just a guy who repeated something that was told to him and billionaries made
him president for "whatever reason". But republicans had their chance to annihilate billionaires.

And now, republicans can be annihilated all of them. And then America may annihilate some of the worst of
remaining billlionaires' millionaires, when most billionaires are annihilated. And few of billionaires millionaires not
annihilated we can use.
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he's out of office, nothing for you to hold back.

please explain your comment, throw us some bones?

creviceCaress
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Tion, who is Donald if he is not who we think he is?
Suzy Q
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13 Reply!

20 hours ago

Actually, the immunity is working quite well.

Immunity from prosecution, that is.

AnonymousCitizen
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4 hours ago (Edited)

What is the difference between:
Coercing patients to take a Covid-19 Vaccine or else not receive any further Life-Saving Medical Care
(Chemo, Dialysis, Surgery, etc.)
and
ISIS forcing You to Convert to Islam or expire in a Burning Cage? 
 

Because that is What is Happening Right Now in the U.S.
All this for an illness curable by zinc, hcq, and a zpak - or ivermectin.

or just dont bother cuz tyour body can beat it anyway.

gates, we dont need your vaccine, please stop selling it at us.

keeper20
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23 Reply!

22 hours ago

Of course they knew. CNN reported before rollout of vaccine “ if you die after getting vaccine the vaccine was not the
cause of death “ so the narrative was set

LibMeltDown

"

"

18 hours ago

I had rather get shot before a firing squad than get shot by Pfizer .
Hatterasjohn
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5 Reply!

I had rather get shot before a firing squad than get shot by Pfizer .

"
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4 Reply!

5 hours ago

And we can thank the Reagan administration for big pharma's lawsuit protection.

Stawks, stawks, stawks! Get your big pharma stawks while they're hot!

Decatur Guy

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

I like it so much, I'm getting one every other week.  You should see the neat new features growing on my back.
jack beauregard
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25 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

Back in May, Johns Hopkins projected millions of preventable child deaths, due to economic disruptions.
Presumably mostly in third world countries, so I guess they don’t matter. If you had any illusions that pharmaceutical
companies, which have held the global economy hostage until their ransom is paid, cared at all about human suffering...

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/article/PIIS2214-109X(20)30229-1/fulltext

ETHomePhone
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37 1 Reply!

21 hours ago

It still astounds me how well the mind control has worked on people still trusting in the Medical Industrial Complex.  The
genius of the Covid hoax is truly breathtaking.

Electro Static
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19 Reply!

20 hours ago

Satan and the demons are pretty intelligent and they are controlling these puppeticians here on earth. 
 

Like father, like son. 

smellmyfingers

"

"

5 33 Reply!

19 hours ago

Covid hoax?   Where do you get that from? You're an ignoramus. Go into your local hospital and LOOK AT THEM. I
work there.  It's no hoax you idiot.  Your comment prompts more drivel like "Satan and the demons / puppeticians"
from other medieval throwbacks.  Huddling together in these dopey columns for reassurance. Know nothing but full
of certainty.  The ignorance, superstition and paranoia in ZH is frightening. Pizza Parlour / Pedo ring / Gates vaccine
conspiracy / Satanic rituals / Martian landings etc etc etc etc etc!  The pimple on the top of your necks is for
THINKING.  Try it.

vladiki
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20

18 hours ago (Edited)

I have had it.  My family has had it.  My 96 year old grandfather had it.  It's a hoax.
CJgipper

"

"

2

18 hours ago

If you’re playing golf, you got a heck of a score going there buddy.  
 

You type well for being blind.  

smellmyfingers

"

"

13

17 hours ago

My wife and I had covid (were in our 50's), my neighbor, my doctor, my nephew, my sister, my cousin Travis, and
so forth.  It was like a bad flu.

cornflakesdisease
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16 hours ago

The Rothschild clan doesn't exist.

Rockefellers do not exist.

WEF doesn't exist.

Bill Gates just some poor software developer.

Federal reserve doesn't exist.

BIS is a joke organization.

Absolutely there is no cabalistic talmudistic zealots on this planet; not even satanic ritualists - new borns blood
suckers. It is all joke just like saying that US representatives representing American people.

 

BOPOH
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15 hours ago

Me and my wife both had it this summer. We live with her 77 year old father. He has chronic emphysema and
COPD. It didn't even affect him. We both got achy and tired for a week. There's some sort of virus going around
similar to the flu. Maybe it's just the flu by another name. 

sun tzu

"

"

5 hours ago (Edited)

I had it.  No symptoms.  I'm 66.  Plaquenil once a week, Quercetin and Zinc Daily, Ivermectin monthly.

So piss off.

Gavrikon

"

"

Reply!

20 hours ago

@Ethomephone, you are a fcking idiot
sowhat1929

"

"

4 Reply!

11 hours ago

From that article... 

!

 

"Funding

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Global Affairs Canada."

Eyes Opened

"

"

10 hours ago (Edited)

Sent this to the congress critter

Leaving it here as a template.

Dear Rep. XYZ

I am sending you news of extremely disturbing events that are nothing more than restrictions on lawful US citizens.

Let me be clear where we stand on this issue below:

Microsoft, Oracle & Co full speed ahead on Covid-19 vaccine passports, citing incipient government demand

>https://www.rt.com/news/512654-vaccine-passports-travel-government-microsoft/

1- I am tired of the constant encroachment and erosion of my civil liberties such as the above.

2- I do not support the use of Microsoft and Oracle in this endeavor. What public request for proposal was used to

keeper20

http://www.rt.com/news/512654-vaccine-passports-travel-government-microsoft/
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2 Reply!

2- I do not support the use of Microsoft and Oracle in this endeavor. What public request for proposal was used to
ensure fairness?

2a- who decided to do this, and we want those names and departments PUBLICLY stated.

2b- these companies offshore and support non-citizen H1b labor at the expense of citizen labor. This is not Americans
first.

3- I do not approve of my taxpayer money going to fund this development.

4- Given that Sen Cornyn wants amnesty for illegals and under Biden we will have a rampant open borders policy, how
will a vaccination passport, with chipping be applied to the 40 million illegal aliens that live in the USA? Will people
here criminally be allowed to stay in violation of even more laws, including the proposed vaccination passport?

5- What would stop a Biden administration or compromised congress from adding to that bill requiring a vaccination
passport to exercise OTHER RIGHTS besides the right to freely travel? The other rights I am referring to is the right to
find employment, start a business, engage in buying and selling, and anything 2nd amendment. You are smart enough
to see where this is going and the erosion of civil liberties such a "passport" represents.

6-You may want to pay attention that now that Biden is heir apparent that suddenly all the democrat run cities and
states are eager to open business without said passport.

I could go on with an addition 50 plus other reasons why such a vaccination passport is not only a bad idea, but is
anti-American and anti-bill of rights.

Sincerely

ANon

"

"

14 Reply!

22 hours ago

Central bankster financed, big pharma produced, big gummamint sponsored and enforced genocide.

Heads up folks.

Von Hayek

"

"

13 Reply!

20 hours ago

"We Pfizer'd some folks."
Ghost of Porky

"

"

2 Reply!

9 hours ago

What is the Difference Between Coercing Patients to Take a Covid-19 Vaccine or else not Receive Any Further Life-
Saving Medical Care (Chemo, Dialysis, Surgery, ect) and ISIS forcing You to Convert to Islam or Die in a Burning Cage?
Because that is What is Happening Right Now in the U.S.

keeper20

"

"

8 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

Elderly people are still dying, so shocking.
SmackMyBitchUp

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

They would die faster with the vaccine.
mikka

"

"

13 Reply!

20 hours ago

It's not a vaccine.
Tirion

"

"

13 hours ago

It is a vaccine in NEWSPEAK
shemite
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Reply!"

"

2 Reply!

10 hours ago

Voluntary euthanasia vs Involuntary euthanasia vs accidental Involuntary euthanasia
The Celt

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Ut Oh, that puts a wrinkle in Biden the Savior Script:  All these inflated death tolls (anyone who has COVID and who dies
within 28 days) and inflated infection rates (over amplified COVID tests) are going to go way, way down.  Praise Jesus!
 Health Departments will start doing a proper test and stop counting the flu, common cold and dead viruses as COVID
infections.  They will stop counting terminal cancer deaths, car accidents, suicides and who knows what else as a COVID
deaths.   Ten Percent Joe Biden will claim it is because of the vaccination. The media will roll with it.

It is very strange to me that there is scant mainstream media coverage of successful treatment protocols.  I guess they like
their sheep sold and scared.  

ObiterDictum

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

It's not a problem at all. They'll just start reporting "Covid deaths" instead of "Covid-related deaths" or "Covid-influenced
deaths." Thje number of "Covid deaths" is actually quite small.

drjimi

"

"

1 Reply!

5 hours ago

They'll also reduce the PCR cycles to 30, which will cut the number of cases by 90%.  Point for Biden!
Gavrikon

"

"

Show More Replies

97 Reply!

23 hours ago

A vaccine more deadly than a virus that most people will only know they caught if they get tested.
LetThemEatRand

"

"

65 1 Reply!

PREMIUM 23 hours ago

Wait a few months till they prove the vaccine is more deadly than the virus.

99.8% survivability with Covid

92 % survivability with the vaccine- or something like that figure

Workdove

"

"

37 Reply!

23 hours ago

That's only the short term side effects too. 
 

Lahey's Liquor

"

"

15 Reply!

22 hours ago

Death would seem to be long term...
JohnMurray

"

"

27 Reply!

22 hours ago

Look at it this way, if depopulation is the goal, and the vaccine is part of the plan, if all the Dem sheep take that shit
and the Right refuses, we should be in pretty good shape eventually.

Citxmech

"

"

21 hours ago

There are elements of the Right that have fallen for this vaccine BS.  Yesterday in Townhall, a columnist had a
story with the headline: "Feds Should Launch Massive Vaccine Effort".  The propaganda surrounding this vaccine

fn_fcst
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13

story with the headline: "Feds Should Launch Massive Vaccine Effort".  The propaganda surrounding this vaccine
has convinced many that they MUST take the shot.  

"

"

5

20 hours ago

The problem with that idea is that companies will make it difficult for their employees to perform their jobs without
a vaccination. Our place already sent out a memo just this afternoon "strongly recommending" taking the
vaccination.

It's not just vaccine records either. I foresee them eventually mandating minimum health care requirements. We're
already being incentivized in that way. Health insurance discounts are offered annually for regular physical and
dental exams, blood work, etc. It's a short hop to make that mandatory, and eliminate the discount. You will
WANT to comply. You will LOVE your slavery. Aldous Huxley's approach will be the one taken to maintain the herd
of rubes.

 

LibertarianMenace

"

"

4

15 hours ago

I'll pay full price for the insurance over a discount to take the vaccine. How much are your health and life worth?

 

Right now, employers and schools can't force anyone to take the vaccine since it's still under EUA. 

sun tzu

"

"

8 Reply!

20 hours ago

“92 % survivability with the vaccine- or something like that figure”

UNTIL CYTOKINE STORM sets in.  

smellmyfingers

"

"

3 Reply!

18 hours ago

A little side note on those 90 percent numbers....  Per Joseph Mercola:  “On an important side note, while Pfizer's and
Moderna's vaccines have reported very high success rates, their "success" is only measured by their ability to lessen
moderate to severe COVID-19 symptoms such as cough and headache. Presumably, this would lower the risk of
hospitalization and death for vaccinated individual.”

ObiterDictum

"

"

1 Reply!

5 hours ago

”Presumably” is the buried lead.

No one knows for sure, they are just guessing. They rushed it through so fast, they started making millions of doses
of it before it was even approved.

HomeBrewPrepper

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

Just wait until next cold season. I'm sure it'll be rebranded as the next covid mutation and the media shills will work
overtime to supress that it's only the vaccinated dying. 

trevmac77

"

"

7 Reply!

18 hours ago

They *did* say the vaccine would be 95% effective.  
 

That implies a 5% survival rate. 

SokPOTUS

"

"

The Celt
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1 Reply!

10 hours ago

but even 95% survival rate would be pan-ademic, 100,000 take "'Vaccine'" -> 5,000 dead

100m -> 5m dead

seems more like (((  vaccided ))) 

The Celt

"

"

38 Reply!

23 hours ago

It should be clear now the perpetuation of a largely innocuous illness is a device platform for systemic regulation, removal of
liberties, movement & economic control, mass adoption of a new monetary system and mobilising citizens as their own
jailers.

Lorenz Feedback

"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

They won't know even after being tested...
Hurfenurbler

"

"

Reply!

21 hours ago

thats about summarizes it all ...
Pandelis

"

"

60 Reply!

23 hours ago

And the patients were wondering why the doctors offered them a blindfold and a cigarette before getting their jab.
LetThemEatRand

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

Are their deaths recorded as due to covid?
mikka

"

"

2 Reply!

15 hours ago

covid related complications
sun tzu

"

"

43 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Ive been waiting all my life for the madness to stop but it never does and im tired of waiting
herotohero

"

"

30 Reply!

23 hours ago

Because with the propaganda media on their side, the uniparty can continue to put their foot on the gas and squash us into
submission.

Turn off the news!

fanbeav

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Or better. BECOME THE NEWS
herotohero

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Can't go to DC for some fun. It didn't look all that inviting with all the Antifa agitators there. We should have another
party without them.

flyonmywall

"

"

10 hours ago (Edited)

dress up antifa style, thats how i'll roll.
creviceCaress
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1 Reply!

dress up antifa style, thats how i'll roll.

oh, and buy a couple few pounds of marbles or ball bearings, great to throw on the tarmac at the right time.
improves dancing.

"

"

5 Reply!

23 hours ago

Keeping people confused is a tool of the globalist strategy.
Adam

"

"

11 Reply!

23 hours ago

Fortunately, there's a vaccine for that.
Banned Banana

"

"

13 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

You've been waiting for the madness to become so great that sensible people have no choice but to end it once and for all. 
And here we go.  

Billy the Poet

"

"

9 Reply!

22 hours ago

It helps knowing that, even though there's only a handful of us who can clearly see what's happening, that alone gives
me courage to continue to stand and do what I believe is right. 

sentido kumon

"

"

Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

Suck born every minute.
SMSpiff

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

Hang in there, dude. Just around 3 more years
shemite

"

"

39 Reply!

23 hours ago

This mRNA vaccine can provoke wild autoimmune responses, allegedly... 
Hyper Entropy

"

"

25 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

 

Why are they calling this new untested drug a vaccine?

HAugust

Definition of vaccine

: a preparation of killed microorganisms, living attenuated organisms, or living fully virulent organisms
that is administered to produce or artificially increase immunity to a particular disease

"

"

28 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

They did extensive polling and the label "Your Death" was determined to project a bad image to the public.
Suey Cidal

"

"

23 hours ago

There's no allegedly about it.  Trials on cats a few years ago were halted because they all died when exposed to the wild
virus.  Pharm was denied human trials licenses and the plug pulled...until now.

floosy
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28 1 Reply!"

"

8 Reply!

PREMIUM 23 hours ago

Antibody Dependent Enhancement. They all know. Crimes against humanity. Sad tears :(

tion

"

"

2 Reply!

21 hours ago

 

DJT pushed for the emergency authorization thinking it was for our own good ...

Pandelis

"

"

15 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

This cannot be blamed on DJT.    It's not as if he personally concocted the virus and gave it everyone.

The Democrats and Karens have been screaming for vaccine; and most of the deaths in the spring were due to
Democrats willfully ignoring existing protocols for isolation of the elderly.   Cuomo and Murphy in particular have a lot
of blood on their hands.   

Pelosi was still advocating that people go out on Chinese New Year and celebrate, and her minions called DJT a racist
for trying to shut down international travel even as the toll mounted and the disease spread as a coda to their failed
impeachment.   The rampant cynical politicization by the Democrats has been as much a problem as the disease.

Don't even get me started with the liar Fauci, the blatant coverup by Tedros and the WHO, the bumbling idiots at the
CDC, and the hundreds of dubious 'scientists' with ridiculous baseless models and social commentary on the relative
risks of riots vs voting or sports events or school attendance, the rush to re-purpose failed drugs and literally
experiment on the populace by big pharma, the heavy handed illegal police state tactics imposed by officials both
elected and appointed, and so much more.

I could write a fukkin' book and never contain a tenth of what went horribly wrong or was done out of pure spite
and/or insatiable greed..

DJT has done plenty wrong; but, he is only one tiny grain of sand in this vast desert of regrettable fully
avoidable human misery and destitution called Covid.

Doom Porn Star

"

"

3 Reply!

15 hours ago

Maybe he's in on the scam and maybe not. Either way, no man is an island. Imagine going up against 4 million
corrupt psychopaths at the national, state, and local level. 

sun tzu

"

"

19 hours ago (Edited)

Yes, these so-called "Cytokine Storms" (An autoimmune response where essentially the immune system goes into overdrive
and attacks the host) result in the potential shutdown of vital organs. 

These are the first vaccines to be developed "successfully" against an alleged corona virus. Earlier attempts to develop
vaccines against "other" corona viruses, including SARS-CoV-1 were all discontinued because in (Phase 1) animal studies,
animals in the vaccinated groups were dying in significantly greater numbers than the control groups when challenged with
the live virus. In several of these published studies, the authors urged great caution in the development of vaccines against
corona viruses for human use.

WIth the "Covid" vaccines, Phase 1 animal studies were, however, rushed through in the "interests of time".

So far, the life-threatening AEs from the mRNA vaccines in particular, appear to have been associated with severe allergic
responses, including anaphylaxis, which means they should only be administered where resuscitation facilities are available.

The autoimmune type AEs have not so far been REPORTED. That might be because this will not be a problem with these
vaccines. However, it might also because most vaccinated subjects have not YET been exposed to the "Covid virus" in the
wild. It might also be because there is NO "Covid virus" so they will never be exposed to the virus in the wild! That might, in

philipat

This mRNA vaccine can provoke wild autoimmune responses, allegedly...
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11 Reply!

wild. It might also be because there is NO "Covid virus" so they will never be exposed to the virus in the wild! That might, in
turn, explain why the vaccines were able to be developed in record time against the prior background of dangerous failure?

"

"

1 Reply!

13 hours ago

Vaccine is probably just some saline with some BSA in it. Pfizer is making a killing with it.
flyonmywall

"

"

4 Reply!

11 hours ago

" WIth the "Covid" vaccines, Phase 1 animal studies were, however, rushed through in the "interests of time" "

 

No, from what i have read they got a pass on animal studies all-together. There were no animal studies for the Pfizer
vaccine and they jumped to Phase 1 trials late April 2020 which were scheduled to last until June 2021 and the a Phase 2
and Phase 3 after that ending in 2023. Test 1 was cut short and the actual test is now being conducted on "live
population". It is the biggest medical scandal in the history of mankind and should be tried in a Nuremberg 2 trial. Those
guilty of fascilitating this experiment should be tried and sentenced to death. That included colluding parties in the media.

The Black Bishop

"

"

3 Reply!

10 hours ago (Edited)

It's really murky because no real information is publicly available. I have seen references in various quasi-medical and
pharmaceutical publications to the effect that animal studies WERE conducting both immediately before AND during
Phase 1 testing simultaneously to save time. And I don't believe that Pfizer would allow NO animal testing to be done,
if only as a CYA should problems occur later.

Either way, you are correct to state that the vaccination of humans in process is essentially an ongoing Phase 2 Trial
and highly irregular.

Since you raise other issues, it is also technically incorrect to describe the mRNA products as "Vaccines" because they
are NOT designed to create immunity to a specific disease using a specific deactivated or attenuated portion of a
specific virus (See WHO definition of a vaccine).

In fact, the manufacturers don't even seem to claim they provide immunity or prevent transmission. The only claim
appears to be that they "Alleviate symptoms" in milder cases, which is NOT what the public is being led to believe.
Which also brings us back to both my earlier point and yours regarding the practical benefit and ethical soundness of
such a product when it is killing patients in age demographics where death as a result of natural infection is virtually
zero?

philipat

"

"

36 Reply!

21 hours ago

Pretty much everyone I know (family included) have been sucked into this bullshit narrative fed us by the MSM and politicians.

I’m starting to feel pretty lonely amongst all this stupidity.

Little Britain

"

"

11 Reply!

21 hours ago

It makes me sad too, so I just get angry.
Indelible Scars

"

"

17 Reply!

21 hours ago

I would feel worse in that situation than just being & living alone like I am & have been for a long time. The smart phones
were the virus that pushed me away from society.  I believe they play a large part in the mind control we see.

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

14 Reply

21 hours ago

No question. I was warning people in the mid 80's about technology and how deep the rabbit hole went. They thought I
was a conspiracy theorist. 

Indelible Scars

"

"
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14 Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

The TV programming has become highly sophisticated as well.
Iron Lady

"

"

1 Reply!

15 hours ago

Same here. My sister and her family have self-imprisoned themselves since March. My brother and his family have self-
imprisoned since fall when the "second wave" hit. 

sun tzu

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

23 people died in Norway after being given the Pfizer vaccine?

It is either Covid kills the ill, mRNA kills the healthy or Sweden getting its own back after Norway said mean things about its
no lockdown policy.

 

 

HowdyDoody
"

"

36 Reply!

23 hours ago

I've yet to see one report of people having severe reactions or worst, dying from these vaccines, on any MSM. None. There are
evil forces out there folks. Never forget, never get distracted, these are our true enemies.

sentido kumon

"

"

2 Reply!

23 hours ago

Some of them, anyway. The real enemies are shielded by many front organizations.
Adam

"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

Can you say Rothschild?  Rockefeller?  Didn't think so.
SomethingClever

"

"

Reply!

9 hours ago

I almost think "someone" is gonna set off a nuke or dirty bomb. In fact I have zero reason to support this speculation,
but Africa supplies France with Nuke material, some of the mines are in AlQaeda townships, and there is illegal mining
going on, many people die because they dig out uranium without any protection, just maybee the whole thing is
about dirty bombs in the hands of fundamentalists (or if people believe 9/11 setup, those same guys).

The Celt

"

"

2 Reply!

23 hours ago

And idiots.  A whole lot of idiots.
hackjealousy

"

"

1 Reply!

11 hours ago

The media should be included in the Nuremberg Covid19 trials and editors and policy setting/censorship responsible
persons need to be tried and executed for their role in this experiment.

The Black Bishop

"

"

34 Reply!

23 hours ago

pfe/MRNA: if the virus doesn't kill you, we will
YesWeKahn

"

"

SwmngwShrks
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6 Reply!

22 hours ago

After the US v Big Tobacco decision, we should all know that as long as you kill someone slowly, and can cite "other lifestyle
factors," you are allowed to market a deadly product. FYI.

SwmngwShrks

"

"

4 Reply!

21 hours ago

People have known for generations that tobacco kills... and decided the pleasure it gave them was worth it.
BigJim

"

"

Reply!

15 hours ago

Isn't that the same with hard liquor?
sun tzu

"

"

Reply!

9 hours ago (Edited)

^coca cola ?

In fairness some people smoke all their life and no effect apart from calm nerves.

No one ever mentions the deaths from coal electric generation, I saw a report years ago stating it was hundreds of
thousands deaths.

Roundup, thats sprayed onto crops low and behold causes cancer.

not defending smoking as the risks are evident, but cherry picking the obvious. (complete off topic: Monsanto's GM
foods were created to be resistant to Monsanto's insecticide roundup

https://web.archive.org/web/20210116102616/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundup_(herbicide) )

The Celt

"

"

34 1 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

Trust Big Pharma and Government says no one with a whit of common sense
jesse_james

"

"

9 Reply!

PREMIUM 22 hours ago (Edited)

Fauci/Collins NIH helped fund Gain Of Function bioweapon engineering.

https://jvi.asm.org/content/jvi/82/4/1899.full.pdf

tion

In this study, we investigated the receptor usage of the SL-CoV S by combining a human
immunodeficiency virus-based pseudovirus system with cell lines expressing the ACE2 molecules of
human, civet, or horseshoe bat. In addition to full-length S of SL-CoV and SARS-CoV, a series of S
chimeras was constructed by inserting different sequences of the SARS-CoV S into the SL-CoV S
backbone. Several important observations were made from this study. First, the SL-CoV S was
unable to use any of the three ACE2 molecules as its receptor. Second, the SARS-CoV S failed to
enter cells expressing the bat ACE2. Third, the chimeric S covering the previously defined receptor-
binding domain gained its ability to enter cells via human ACE2, albeit with different efficiencies for
different constructs. Fourth, a minimal insert region (amino acids 310 to 518) was found to be
sufficient to convert the SL-CoV S from non-ACE2 binding to human ACE2 binding, indicating that
the SL-CoV S is largely compatible with SARS-CoV S protein both in structure and in function. The
significance of these findings in relation to virus origin, virus recombination, and host switching is
discussed.

 Journal of Virology, February 2008

"

"

22 hours ago

I forgot about that. Gain of function research was banned for years and Obama made it legal again. Fauci was always for
it.

wick7

"

"

https://web.archive.org/web/20210116102616/https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundup_(herbicide)
https://jvi.asm.org/content/jvi/82/4/1899.full.pdf
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7 Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

21 hours ago

thats why fauci never retires ... the guy is approaching 90 and is still on government dime ... why???
Pandelis

"

"

33 1 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

"There's always some minor collateral damage," Madelaine Albright and Rumsfled say.

"People just have to get used to it."

Handful of Dust

"

"

24 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

The Bloomberg article has been revised to include Pfizer's response:

"In line with expectations"?!
They expect the vaccine to kill 70 people for every 100,000 doses?!

Ex-Oligarch

Pfizer and BioNTech are working with the Norwegian regulator to investigate the deaths in Norway,
Pfizer said in an e-mailed statement. The agency found that “the number of incidents so far is not
alarming, and in line with expectations,” Pfizer said.

"

"

11 Reply!

22 hours ago

This is useful to those who want to keep the scamdemic going.  Stop vaccinating old people because it's killing them,
then old people will die anyway, then blame the old people of dying from from Covid (when they may/may not have died
with it), then keep everything locked down because the Covid death totals remain "too high". 

prefan4200

"

"

1 8 Reply!

21 hours ago (Edited)

all this turmoil because of some Beijing-based immunologist, who requested anonymity claiming allegedly that mRNA
does not work .... common man, global mail should find some other people to interview as well ... not so hard to get
real people if you know what i mean...

as to norwegians ... arent these the same guys who violated the covid protocols on lockdowns? 

too much of nothing ... chump and dr fauci off you go ... maga first!!

Pandelis

"

"

8 Reply!

20 hours ago

The deaths post-mRNA vaccines are beyond dispute, especially among the elderly. This has also been observed in
the US and other countries.

Which lraises the question, “what are vaccines for”? Elderly people are the only ones dying from “Covid” so if the
point of vaccines is to save lives, what is the point of vaccinating “all others” whose lives are NOT at risk? Herd
immunity will happen soon enough anyway, especially if lockdowns are removed.

Which in turn raises another question : what is the vaccine agenda?

philipat

"

"

3 1

20 hours ago

Her name was Tiffany Dover
philipat

"

"

3

19 hours ago

“What’s the vaccine agenda?”

Too make money!

wick7

"

"
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18 hours ago (Edited)

Tiffany Dover isn't dead and the links to government websites which say she is dead which were promised to me
as evidence have never been provided.  Because she isn't dead. 

Why would they admit to dozens of other deaths and only hide the supposed death of this one woman?    

Billy the Poet

"

"

2

PREMIUM 18 hours ago

The vaccine agenda is.... TO KILL US ALL!

sparky139

"

"

1

12 hours ago (Edited)

So where is she Billy? On an extended holiday? 

To answer your question, because it was already a PR disaster for them and to admit she died would make it
even worse.

And there is one online video of a person searching the online database of deaths and locating her name with the
correct age and details of family. When I tried myself, I could not replicate it but that might be because it is being
covered-up. Id she is still alive, why did they not do the obvious and have her appear in a video to say she's fine?.
The video they released of all the hospital staff with what was insinuated as being her was NOT her.

Occam;s Razor?

philipat

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

It's not a bug, it's a feature.
1980XLS

"

"

9 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

"We killed some people......".
kellys_eye

"

"

29 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Man are humans dumb...

Never realized the degree of which until 2020.

McGantic

"

"

10 Reply!

20 hours ago

The stupidity and the gullibility are truly astounding. What is even worse is when you try to tell them the facts, they reply, I
don’t want to hear it !!!

Singelguy

"

"

2 Reply!

15 hours ago

You must have been talking to my sister. I sent her this article from Bloomberg and she blew a gasket at ME as if I killed
those people. 

sun tzu

"

"

Reply!

10 hours ago

if it looks dumb now just wait, you'll like the main feature much better.  this is foreplay, wait for the dirk diggler prosthetic to
go balls deep.

creviceCaress

"

"

5 hours agoDecatur Guy
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Reply!

5 hours ago

Well, 96% of the US population is government "educated".
Decatur Guy

"

"

27 Reply!

PREMIUM 22 hours ago (Edited)

I can tell you this having seen it first hand at a dentist school and hospital. The Pfizer vaccine seems to affect people more the
younger they are. The better your immune system, the more it screws you up.. You get pretty sick from it. You get body aches,
fevers, headaches, and some people have partial paralysis for a couple days. Some older women report hot flashes as if they
were going through menopause. 

I won't be taking it. 

incharge1976

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

Thanks for the post,,,I will not be taking any vaccine,,,ever,,,
HANGTHEOWL

"

"

11 Reply!

22 hours ago

On the basis that it soups up your immune system I am not surprised about this.

There is no godly reason why someone who is under average life span and reasonably fit should ever need this "vaccine"

floosy

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

There are close to 100 million Americans with natural immunity. No reinfection has ever been found. They’re taking the
vaccine too. Makes perfect sense!

wick7

"

"

10 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

Will the powers that be where you work even allow ivermectin to be spoken of?

There seem to be more and more doctors treating with very good results.

It has been used billions of times world wide.

Much better profile than a mystery vax.

karzai_luver

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Zelensky Covid-19 Treatment Protocol, 0420

1.  Any patient with shortness of breath regardless of age is treated.

2.  Any patient in the high-risk category even with just mild symptoms is treated.

3.  Young, healthy and low risk patients even with symptoms are not treated (unless their circumstances change and they
fall into category 1 or 2).

Out-patient treatment regimen is as follows:

1.  Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 5 days

2.  Azithromycin 500mg once a day for 5 days

3.  Zinc sulfate 220mg once a day for 5 days

keeper20

"

"

Reply!

15 hours ago

India is doing the same but they recently replaced HCQ with Ivermectin after trials showed Ivermectin was more
effective in both mild and serious cases.

sun tzu

"

"
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"
1 Reply!

PREMIUM 17 hours ago (Edited)

Not that Ive been tested but im sure i had something other than the flu. Second time around was worse. Wife is
susceptible being an asthmatic, so when the 2nd round hit me I had a lot of bed time doing research. When it looked as if
my wife was coming down with it I told her about ivermectin. She was on board with it. So I went down to the 'feed store'
and picked up some horse medicine for parasites. Its only active ingredient being Ivermectin.

We felt better the very next day. I was surprised. Interestingly too my sinuses were never clearer. That only lasted about 4
days after taking the first dose.

I highly recommend ivermectin.  Im trying to reach out to the india supply chains to see if I can buy direct or not. The
Horse paste I think is only good a year shelf life.

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/FLCCC-Protocols-%E2%80%93-A-Guide-to-the-
Management-of-COVID-19.pdf

Sedaeng

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

There hasn't been a lot published in the US about deaths, but the couple I've seen appear to be from the Pfizer vaccine as
well.  The doctor in Miami that died in December had a hemorrhagic stroke after having weird symptoms following being
vaccinated.  They found his platelet count was abnormally low and treatment was not helping.  Sounds like a rough way to
die.  

chiquita

"

"

26 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

Ok, I want to give people here on the Hedge the brief reason why the 'vax' is killing people and causing massive reactions in
others. In a nutshell, once people are given the 'vaccines' (one or both does not matter), then their system becomes acutely
sensitized to ANY pathogen (not just so called Covid 19).

Your RNA is a messenger molecule.  Its job is to message other cells depending on conditions.  Normally when one or a small
group of cell contacts a pathogen, they go into action to fight the pathogen - hence, an immune response.  Now, that immune
response is generally localized to protect you.  However, If ALL your cells responded as if they were under attack - you would get
a massive response - what some would call a 'cytokine' storm.

Now when you get the 'Vax', your body through the RNA in the vaccine becomes hypersensitized - hence, if your body
encounters a pathogen, then you get the cyctokine storm which may lead to death or at a minimum a terrible reaction.  And great
news it that this hypersensitivity does not go away and becomes worse if you take the 'booster.'  If your immune system is
already highly active (like a childs), then the effects can even be greater.

Now - I am really excited because the universe has given us a great way to kill off the liberals, the woke, and basically anyone
without a lick of common sense.  If you disagree with me, that's great!  Please, PLEASE - get the 'vax' and get your free cytokine
storm ASAP.  Btw, in case you did not know, this jab is not a vaccination - it's a form of gene therapy - bet you didn't know that!

The Vel

"

"

8 Reply!

22 hours ago

And also, since the mRNA turns your cells into factories producing the same proteins as the virus does (and every protein
foreign to the body's own provokes an immune response), this process can lead to an autoimmune response. When do your
cells stop producing these proteins? Or will they do that forever?

Joe A

"

"

4 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

The stopping point is usually death.

These "Vaccines" are the ultimate Auto Immune disease

floosy

"

"

22 hours ago

Theoretically, forever.  I suspect if one is stupid enough to take the booster, the process will last even longer and the
immune repose (and resulting cytokine storm) even stronger.  Basically, a great way to kill people.

The Vel

https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/FLCCC-Protocols-%E2%80%93-A-Guide-to-the-Management-of-COVID-19.pdf
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8 Reply!

immune repose (and resulting cytokine storm) even stronger.  Basically, a great way to kill people.

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Thanks. Yes, that is what I thought as well: Forever. That will eventually lead to autoimmune responses attacking your
own cells or to an exhausted immune system not being able to cope with other diseases and pathogens.

Joe A

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

Btw, did you hear about the Physician in the Miami area that dies after the vax - they found he had no platelets in his
body when he died.  That's because the extraordinarily strong immune response attacked his platelets and killed
them off.  This is nasty shit!

The Vel

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Auto immune disease has alway been the side effect ever since mRNA started being used 30 years ago.
wick7

"

"

1 1 Reply!

22 hours ago

that is fake insurrectionist news. do as you are told and eat your meat.
fnsnook

"

"

24 Reply!

20 hours ago

"Health Experts Say Cyanide More Effective And Cheaper Than Pfizer Vaccine"
Detective Miller

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

Kevorkian says the drug may have some use.
HowdyDoody

"

"

24 3 Reply!

23 hours ago

This is not vaccine, it is generticaly modify RNA shot designed to mess your DNA code.
domoga

"

"

5 Reply!

23 hours ago

mRNA is carrying recombinant DNA (in other words ... does NOT occur in nature) programs that were made by AI
algorithms.  

The mRNA is enveloped in hydrogel otherwise the human immune system would destroy it.

This is ALL an experiment ((( THEY ))) have no idea what the effects will be but many people who have gotten this ... (in is
NOT a vaccine really) ... injection ... who were healthy have gone into convulsions because not only does this attack the
reproductive system in both men and women .... it ALSO attacks the central nervous system.

BarkingWolf

"

"

20 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

In that article, they said they gave the vaccine to a guy in France who then proceeded to die within the next two hours. And they
claim it can't be said for sure how he died. Coulda been a meteor strike??

Xando

"

"

19 Reply

20 hours ago (Edited)

Great, so a vaccine to address a pandemic that poses a serious danger almost exclusively to 80+ year olds is killing 80+ year
olds. Fucking brilliant.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"
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19 Reply!"

"

Reply!

20 hours ago

Well erradicating the 80+ population with the drug is one way of working. 
rocknrollinhoneybadger

"

"

19 Reply!

23 hours ago

Come on it's only 23 dead people. Not a big deal.

If this NOT a vaccine can save one, just one person, then it is all been worth it.

Oh the humanity.

 

/s

wmbz

"

"

21 Reply!

22 hours ago

A few (< 100) dead out of 7+ MILLION vaxed is  stunning success actually
Fart Vandelay

"

"

8 Reply!

22 hours ago

Useless dbag troll account...

Who was dumb enough to expose himself as having multiple accounts here.

Patmos

"

"
3 Reply!

20 hours ago

Wait until the second shot... Or catching the wild virus after the second shot. 

☠

MillionDollarGold

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

What an Idiot!  LMAO  Most have not taken the much worse second dose, and then there are the unknown long-term side
effects.

Mount Massive

"

"

2 Reply!

19 hours ago

You believe the number is < 100?

Must be one of those morons who believes the lyin' media and government tell them the truth.

Bazza McKenzie

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Clearly just another batch of covid deaths.
HowdyDoody

"

"

23 hours ago

"For those with the most severe frailty, even relatively mild vaccine side effects can have serious consequences,"
Norwegian Institute of Public Health said.

 

Why can’t we just accept the fact that these frail elderly folks will die of old age at some point? Instead of blaming their deaths on
Covid or blaming it on the vaccine why can’t we just blame God or blame Mother Nature for making us mortal? It’s
bloody ridiculous. 
 

The median age of a person who “dies from Covid-19” is higher than the average life expectancy. 

Guatemalanwatersnake
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19 2 Reply!

The median age of a person who “dies from Covid-19” is higher than the average life expectancy. 

"

"

11 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

I guess the simple fact that they would probably still be alive, albeit in a frail state, had they not taken the vaccine, MIGHT
have something to do with it.

But that's just my opinion.

Zero-Hegemon

"

"

1 9 Reply!

23 hours ago

The flu or even a simple cold could kill them at any minute; their deaths are not vaccine deaths or Covid deaths but
deaths from old age. 
 

That’s the simple fact of the matter.

Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Gesundheit
Zero-Hegemon

"

"
12 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

Mind you the average life expectancy in 1800 was 40 , in 1918 it was 45 , in 1942 it was 63, 1960 it was 70 , 1990 was 75. 
2010 Average life expectancy is 80. So the children and youngest; those that have not lived, have been robbed ( a 5 year old
has spent 20%) of their life in lockdown so the oldest who have lived and experienced can live another few months bed
ridden......If you go into a care home there isnt another destination.. I have never seen anybody go into a assisted living and
then head off to start their lives.. nope.. these destinations are one way.  The median length of stay in a nursing home before
death is 5 months. the average length of stay is 14 months. In contrast we have been in economic lockdown for 12 months
now.

FatnHappier

"

"

Reply!

12 hours ago

Thats when a sheet of Acid and the latest VR might be one hell of a ride to finish the game.
Take 3

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Absolutely agree, why blame the vaccine, when they would have maybe died anyway>

Or the bullet, for that matter.

You f'in' idiot.

Socratic Dog

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago

They shoudnt be giving the “therapy “ to old white as snow people. Saving them for what. It needs to go to immigrants
because they add so much diversity to this formerly cracker country.

hole hog

"

"

23 hours ago

The BioNTech Pfizer vaccine is utter garbage.

All this author wouldve needed to do was read the published data: "In a mid-November analysis of 36,621 participants
randomized 1:1 to vaccine or placebo who were included in the per-protocol efficacy analysis population of participants without
evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection prior to 7 days after completion of the vaccination regimen, efficacy in preventing confirmed
COVID-19 occurring at least 7 days after the second dose of vaccine was 95.0%, with 8 COVID-19 cases in the vaccine group
and 162 COVID-19 cases in the placebo group"

36,621/2 = 18,310

iambrambles
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17 1 Reply!

36,621/2 = 18,310

In placebo group, out of 18,310 162 got covid = 99.1% didnt get COVID

In the vaccine group, out of 18,310 8 got covid = 99.9% didnt get COVID

0.8% difference between placebo group and non-placebo group. If 99.1% dont get COVID naturally, and 99.9% of the
vaccinnated dont get COVID, and COVID kills .09% of the population, the chances of you being saved by a vaccine are actually
.089% (Bayes Theorem), making it absolutely ineffective at any measurable level within the error bound.

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

It's more nuanced than that. If you don't get covid, you won't die from covid (unless, you know, your doctor decides you did
anyways). So if the intervention reduces infections by a factor of 95%, the death rate in the treated population is also cut by
a similar factor.

The key is to look at the proportion that did get covid. In control group it's 0.9%, in treatment it's 0.1%. We basically have to
assume that during the time of the trial, the infection rate in the population was 0.9%, and that has been reduced by roughly
90% (1 - 0.1/0.9) in the treatment group. That's a pretty big difference unlikely to be solely due to confounding factors.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"

1 1 Reply!

22 hours ago

In the trial 1800 people had a severe reaction to the vaccine compared to 3 people with a bad case of covid.
wick7

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Can you show the calculation?  I'm not sure how to parse it out.

P(B|A) = P(A|B) P(B) /P(A). 

What are A and B?  If B is "dying from COVID" and A is "vaccinated", then

P(dying from COVID given that you've been vaccinated) = P(you were vaccinated given that you died from COVID) * P(you
were vaccinated) / P(you died from COVID)

Well, this doesn't look right. 

green_dog

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

The calculation requires a piece of paper, let me have a look.
Nona Yobiznes

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

The original calculations I've seen from Pfitzer weren't a proper analysis; no mention of confidence, for example. 
green_dog

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

I've seen a Bayesian analysis of their results here: https://psyarxiv.com/fs562 
Nona Yobiznes

"

"

22 hours ago (Edited)

Anyways, I'm not sure how the OP arrived at those numbers but they're a misrepresentation of what efficacy
actually means. If you cut infections by 95%, you are cutting deaths by ~95%. It's just logic. So, the small
proportion of the population that would've died untreated should be multiplied by 0.95 to find the proportion that
will be saved. That number will be on the order of the proportion that would've otherwise died, so small. But that
doesn't mean the treatment has a small effectiveness.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"

22 hours ago

Thank you for the article!
green_dog

"

https://psyarxiv.com/fs562
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"

"

16 Reply!

22 hours ago

Funny how the comorbidities  aren't around if Covid is present but show up after the vaccine injection.
RagaMuffin

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Exactly.
LeadPipeDreams

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Funny to who? But, yeah.
Indelible Scars

"

"

16 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

So, the only group that is susceptible to the virus shouldn’t get the vaccine?  Sure, makes sense.
hackjealousy

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

And people who aren’t susceptible and people with immunity already need to get it. Makes perfect sense.
wick7

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

The mRNA drug delivery system is intended to bring massive profits to Big Pharma through eliminating the need for
expensive Phase III trials.

HowdyDoody

"

"

14 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Has Soros got his shot yet.
Anderson Coopers Gerbil

"

"

2 Reply!

23 hours ago

Reloading.
NewMouldy

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

They tried, but the vaccine committed harakiri before it could be dosed up with Soros
HowdyDoody

"

"

13 Reply!

12 hours ago

The Norwegian health authorities report of 23 deaths (out of only 3000 people vaccinated at the time) has received no mention in
most Western media. I commented on the report in the UK Telegraph, Daily Mail & Independent (which make no mention of the
event)....each comment was removed within minutes...several times over.

If one person had died out of 3 000 Russian or Chinese vaccinees it would be headlines worldwide.

foxenburg

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago (Edited)

Right. It's not difficult to see there's a huge conspiracy in play in the UK between BoJo's government and MSM, including
TV News channels (Sky & BBC) and printed newspapers. They're all still plugging these mRNA fake Pfizer & Moderna
vaccines despite growing numbers of people suffering serious adverse effects and some deaths.

smacker

"

"

11 hours ago (Edited)LA_Goldbug
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3 Reply!

Many elderly have been vaxed in the UK but no reporting on the "Unexpected Reactions" from the UK Health Authority !!!!

NOTHING in the News

"

"

2 Reply!

8 hours ago

Its even worse than that because the head of the NHS has just announce that many of the statistical reports that hospitals
have to produce each month are to be suspended because of a (fantasy) extra work load. They are now not just hiding or
not reporting the figures, they are blatantly telling you they are not going publish them.

deadcat2

"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

So, we already had advice given to Boris Johnson withheld and requests from MPs to see it ignored.

Now we have the NHS deciding not to produce stats.

Everything is now going on behind a wall of secrecy with MSM acting as propaganda-in-chief.

smacker

"

"

1 Reply!

5 hours ago

They are certainly hiding it. Norway is a small country thus to suddenly have that many cases of deaths after vax does
not bode well for larger populations where the aged might be even weaker than in Norway. Norwegians are much fitter
on average than UK or US elderly !!!!

LA_Goldbug

"

"
Reply!

10 hours ago

Well, clearly not if it were Chinese.
Canoe Driver

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

In the only on-line "news" site in Ireland that allows comment the victims have been dismissed as very frail and elderly and
tellingly, comments have been turned off.

Murph

"

"

13 Reply!

20 hours ago

Meanwhile, after hearing the news the state of New York has called for immediate distribution of 15 million doses. 
George Bayou

"

"

5 Reply!

20 hours ago

Excellent. Years of planning are finally coming to fruition for the liberals.
consider me gone

"

"

Reply!

19 hours ago

I think it’s time we start calling these people for what they are and it’s Communists.
hole hog

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago (Edited)

I heard that hoods in Chicago have given up on firearms and are now hurling loaded vaccination syringes at their enemies.
HowdyDoody

"

"

13 Reply!

21 hours ago

Covid 19.  People worldwide became so afraid of death, they agreed to stop living.
Electro Static

"

"

6 hours agoHowdyDoody
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1 Reply!

It is still better than dying from Covid. No one wants to end up being discarded in the piles of bodies of covid dead
accumulating in the streets.

 

"

"

13 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

27 people have now died in the nursing home outside Syracuse that started vaccinating residents right before Christmas.

They are blaming it on a Covid outbreak, but the home did not have one case of Covid, and the county had zero deaths in nursing
homes from Covid all year prior to the vaccine.

Hey, aren't the Covid tests looking for the supposed genetic signature of the spike protein SARS-CoV-2 has. You know, the same
spike protein the vaccine causes your body to make?

OOPS, I WASN'T SUPPOSED TO NOTICE THAT.

adr

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago

Yes, I have read that exosomes are spike proteins.
Jcwindows

"

"

18 hours ago

"Thus far Norway says it has administered doses to up to 33,000 people, including the elderly, but are already finding it "too risky"
for the terminally ill and people over 80 that are in frail condition. Given only 33,000 injected so far, the reported death count is
already staggering and is causing officials to sound the alarm:

Norwegian officials said 23 people had died in the country a short time after receiving their first dose of the vaccine. Of those
deaths, 13 have so far been autopsied, with the results suggesting that common side effects may have contributed to severe
reactions in frail, elderly people, according to the Norwegian Medicines Agency."

So quick math then, if you get the vaccine, you have about a 1 in 1434 chance of dying. Presuming that not all these vaccines
were given to the elderly and frail, their odds of death are probably much greater. But lets stick with 1 in 1434. That is a death rate
of 0.07%, or said another way, your odds of surviving the vaccine are 99.93%.

Coincidentally, your odds of surviving Covid, according to the CDC are:

The CDC’s new estimate, for the first time, is broken down by age groups. Here is what the CDC calls its “current best estimate”
of chances of dying from the virus if you get infected:

1 out of 34,000 for ages 0 to 19;

1 out of 5,000 for ages 20 to 49;

1 out of 200 for ages 50 to 69; and

1 out of 20 for ages 70 and up.

Here’s another way to look at the same numbers. If you get infected, your chances of surviving are as follows:

Age Group Probability of Survival

0-19: 99.997%

20-49: 99.98%

50-69: 99.5%

70+: 94.6%

So here's the bottom line: If you are under 50 years old, you are actually more at risk of dying from the vaccine, than you are from
Covid. Even up to age 70, there is only a very tiny (0.43%) greater likelihood of dying from the virus than from the vaccine.

Someone please explain to me how a product with this high of a death rate, and virtually no benefit, is still on the market? And
definitely explain how in the ever living FUCK it can possibly be considered MANDATORY to inject this shit into yourself, in order
to continue to function in society as you used to do, just 12 months ago???

30piecesofsilver
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to continue to function in society as you used to do, just 12 months ago???

"

"

10 Reply!

18 hours ago

Read this and then think again:

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-lungs-scarring-smokers-lungs/

SanJoseMutza

"

"

13 Reply!

17 hours ago

idiot! that what wearing a mask day and night does! 

 

opaopaopa

"

"

9 Reply!

17 hours ago

Seriously wake up to yourself. That was in patients the virus was killing the 0.01%, they were dying, all sorts of damage
occurs as the body fails, all sorts of pathogens take hold with a hugely compromised immune system.

What the hell do you think they virus does to you when it is killing your, sneak around for your off switch and switch it off,
no it tears you body apart.

This crap is from pharmaceutical trolls pushing their for profit vaccine. Piad to post, the lying shit head doctor, the lying
corporate news feed and the lying trolls who spread the rubbish online.

Those people were dying, all sorts of damage was being done, all those friendly bacteria et al in the gut, instead of
disgesting the food in the gut, started digesting the host as the host immune system was compromised. The virus does
not hit a off switch when it is KILLING you it tears you body apart, leaving all sorts of damage.

Right now it is becoming 100% apparent why the psychopathic pharmaceutical corporations who are pushing for their
billions in profits had ZERO warranty on their vaccines, they knew, they absolutely 100% knew their vaccine was more
bloody dangerous than the virus.

Billions upon billions in profit, how big a con would it pay of, apparently this big a con.

rtb61
"

"

7 Reply!

17 hours ago

The next gimmick they're going to use to "sell" the vaccine is that everyone up to the age of 60 should take it "to protect
those who can't". That's the basic logic of vaccine-induced herd immunity.  And it assures a LOT more sales than
vaccinating those who are at risk from the disease.

Faeriedust

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

I don't even think the vaccine companies are sure that their vaccines impart any reduced risk of spreading The Plague.
DemandSider

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

The only thing they are sure of is massive profits from mass use of their drug. As for the rest, who cares as they have
total legal immunity. Dr. Mengele is quietly weeping in his grave.

 

HowdyDoody

"

"

19 hours ago

Bullshit they are not safe at all.

I have 83 screenshots of people on FB who've already been vaccinated with the first dose and have had SEVERE adverse
reactions requiring emergency medical intervention.

2 pregnant women lost their babies within 48 hours of the vaccine. 26 elderly patients on a Nursing facility in upstate NY have all
DIED since getting the vax and NO ONE in the facility of 198 have had the Rona.

CatInTheHat

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-lungs-scarring-smokers-lungs/
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Many many healthcare professionals have had the vax and now are very ill and warning others not to take it. One Nurse is
threatening to sue her employer that forced her to get the vax or she would be fired. She is PARALYZED on one side and still in tje
hospital..

VAERS, The CDC vax adverse reaction reporting syatsm is an EPIC fail with very limited guidelines in what it will accept as having
been an adverse reaction to the vax. Many complaining that CDC WILL NOT TAKE THEIR CALLS, many complaining that doctors
telling them that the vax is not the cause of their obvious reaction a.

THIS IS A WELL PLANNED GENOCIDE by a bunch of sick phucks at Big Pharma Bill Gates, eugenicist and the WEF. 

CDC Vaers has 40,000 people reporting SEVERE adverse reactions.

How many more will DIE or be permanently disabled before this is STOPPED. And they want to make this mandatory with vax
certificates. Think Gates knew it would be such ab epic DISASTER???

"

"

3 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

But if it can save just one life from Covid, it will all be worth it
short screwed

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

Too much. They aren't designed to do that.

"But if it can reduce some symptoms in just one mild case of Covid, it will be all worth it."

FTFY

HowdyDoody

"

"

4 Reply!

18 hours ago

Shut up, wear your mask, and stop asking questions.

 

But in all seriousness I agree with you 100%

Anjin-san

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

If you don't take the vaccine, you are a granny killer!

 

HowdyDoody

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

good reading.https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincide
CatInTheHat

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

1 or 2 or 3 years out everyone vaccinated will be dead
Amel

"

"

12 Reply!

20 hours ago

Buuut....weren't we 'killing Grandma" and that's why we had the lock-downs and we had to wait for the vaccine to re-open?

NOW you're telling us they won't help them and might actually kill them if they get the vaccine?

Any questions why they have 20,000+ troops in DC for Beijing Biden's crowning?

Gerrilea

"

"

20 hours ago

Anyone over 80 who is frail should not take the vaccine.

That's 99.99% of them. 

George Bayou

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincide
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That's 99.99% of them. 

"

"

12 Reply!

22 hours ago

In addition, those advocating the vaccines can't answer the question of "what does it mean that it has 98% efficacy?"   The
"efficacy" is NOT from keeping you from getting the virus, NOT from having your body's immune system kill the virus if you get it,
NOT from preventing illness.  All it does is REDUCE symptoms so they are mild or moderate -- which is how most people react (if
they react at all) without a vaccine.  So does it reduce death rates?  Probably, but by how much?  And, given the advancement in
therapeutics, and the HUGE unknown of the short, medium and long term effects of a mRNA (untried, unproven) "vaccine" which
hijacks your own RNA, is it worth it?  Who is even talking about this?  Everyone spouts sound bites supplied by govt and big
farma -- where's the analytical discussion?  Gone with our first amendment rights.

Investment Grade

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Nicely articulated . This is how I will explain it to those I know who are thinking of getting this fake vax , as of yet.
4Celts

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

They rate the effectiveness of the vaccine ,,,that contain adjuvants which cause the body to produce antibodies,,,against a
placebo with no adjuvants in it,,that will not cause an antibody response,,,,and this is what they call a 98% success,,,

 

and an antibody response is nonspecific and is also no indication what-so-ever of immunity,,,,,

HANGTHEOWL

"

"
1 Reply!

22 hours ago

SO THE 98% IS JUST THAT THERE WAS A 'RESPONSE'?

WTF is that and why do they even report such a bogus number?

The Competent Man

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

All it does is REDUCE symptoms so they are mild or moderate 

Now that you say this...  With the news cycle lately moving a mile a minute since before the holidays, I don't remember
exactly when it was, but I saw our illustrious Dr. Fauci saying pretty much exactly this same thing.  It seemed like it was
retracted, but when I looked to see what happened to that, it turns out he said it in October 2020 ahead of the vaccines
being ready.  So what's likely to be the truth?  Are the vaccines only treating symptoms--for which there are probably far
safer, cheaper and effective means--or are they something else altogether?

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fauci-vaccines-will-only-prevent-symptoms-not-block-the-virus-195051568.html

 

chiquita

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Reduce symptoms relative to what baseline?
ebola-ka-debola

"

"

Reply!

6 hours ago

Relative to whatever placebo they used. One placebo was a meningitis drug. Fully convinced yet?
HowdyDoody

"

"

Reply!

3 hours ago

Introduce chronic disease as a new baseline. Covid symptoms solved!
ebola-ka-debola

"

"

Born2Bwired

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fauci-vaccines-will-only-prevent-symptoms-not-block-the-virus-195051568.html
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23 hours ago

For those not aware what they are giving you is not a vaccine, it is an "operating system" as described by Moderna.

 

The dual shots do *not* confer immunity nor do they mean no more mask or social distancing. (Not that these are effective)

 

This short clip in bitchute link describes closer what you are getting if they inject you with their substance:

 

"David Martin: It's NOT a Vaccine! We Need To Stop Calling It That." -- www.bitchute.com/.../rvAy3krtEcTY   At 3:00: "It is a
medical device, not a drug, because it meets the CDRH definition of a devise. It is not a living system. It is not a biologic system.
It is a physical technology. It happens to just come in the size of a molecular packet." The description of the video says
"Excerpted from the "Focus on Fauci" Event: www.youtube.com/watch  " -- It got deleted from YouTube.

Born2Bwired

"

"

Reply!

23 hours ago

I like having my RNA methods changed. It's the latest biological app that's all the rage. 
George Bayou

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

yikes
HolyGrail20

"

"

11 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

ZEROHEDGE WAS RIGHT ALL ALONG!  
Ben A Drill

"

"

10 Reply!

17 hours ago

"We've got to kill 60 to save 10."

Libtard math.

DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

10 Reply!

19 hours ago

"Of course, one cannot help but note the irony of scientists from the source of the plague that has killed millions around the world
and destroyed lives/economies almost everywhere, is now calling for the cessation of the process to protect against the plague"

Tyler's why do you insist on this lie when there is MUCH evidence to the contrary?

In summer 2019 a trial balloon was floated by the elite with a respiratory illness attributed to vaping. Oddly enough the same
symptoms as the Rona started showing up in elderly patients in nearby communities surrounding FORT DETRIK Maryland. A US
BIOWEAPONS lab that Fraudci worked at gor 20 years. Soon after that "outbreak" CDC did an inspection of FD and shut it down
for containment issues. In October of that year, BILL GATES AND THE WEF staged Event 201, a pandemic simulation. One month
later the DofD requested that FD be partially reopened. 2 weeks later the US military was off to the Wuhan military games on
China. 2 weeks after that the virus showed up on Wuhan

Funny set of coincidences eh? .

CatInTheHat

"

"

10 Reply!

19 hours ago

Never before tried vaccination method/mechanism plus rushed without full testing = very suspicious.
charlie_don't_surf

"

"

19 hours ago

Not at all. Make money, reduce population, control people. Very straightforward.
Captain Nemo de Erehwon

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rvAy3krtEcTY/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZdMFSFfqeQ
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Not at all. Make money, reduce population, control people. Very straightforward.

"

"

10 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Cases mean nothing. The PCR test is flawed with lots of false positives. Vaccines are poison, you're an idiot if you let them jab
you.

Covid is a psyop exercise to shut you up, to control your lives. These lock downs destroy the small business and the middle
class, put the 99% in the poor houses. These power drunk "Fauci-Gates Elite et al" are vindictive sob's know exactly what they
are doing, dystopian measures for the masses that do NOT affect them. Rules for thee but not for me. Disgusting.!
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/one-greatest-economic-blunders-history

crjohn

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Well, they are coming up with vaccin passports. You know what that mean.
armageddon251

"

"

10 2 Reply!

23 hours ago

Don't get the jab. Opt for Vitamins C & D instead.
rejectnumbskull

"

"

10 1 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

"No one saw this coming," the Big Pharma exec said even though they had barely tested the vaccine.

"Most of the rats, mice and ginea pigs we tested seem to do fine."

Handful of Dust

"

"

10 Reply!

23 hours ago

Apparently, they all died in previous trials.  This time, they avoided that problem by not testing it on animals first.
green_dog

"

"

2 Reply!

23 hours ago

"8 out of ten rats say they would do it again!" researchers claim.
Handful of Dust

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

I don't have a reference showing animal deaths.  It's one of those things I read all over the place, but haven't found a
reference to back up.

green_dog

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Interestingly all the people who received the first smallpox innoculations in 1798 and the the ten years after that are all dead
now.

Makes you think.

Know thyself

"

"

9 Reply!

5 hours ago

Let the seniors decide for themselves if they want to take the vaccine. I am so sick of people making decisions for other people.
Live free or die. 

BryanM

"

"

17 hours ago

Norway: 5.3 million, including over 500 deaths.  500/5.3mill = .0094 of 1%  PERSPECTIVE
Pardalis

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbXh4UF9RMGxIRjhoZXFueXVFLWpTejBDRUxNUXxBQ3Jtc0trQTV1YnZkc3hoTHNRUDNNcE1zdVI2WmxmOEtJRk1MMk5ERXBReC1zTXp2bEp3SEh6djdRbVQ5Z2pNaFdaV1lJUzZTQXN1WEFoTGh6RjFhYkV2VXZmNU1PRExTS0p6Ymh2a0NLWVE0N1NJN0FnelJhYw==&stzid=UgwmhgGUhrhjNmrAJ-V4AaABAg&q=https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/one-greatest-economic-blunders-history&event=comments
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Up is down and right is wrong and moral is immoral and immoral is moral = Romans 1:28

"

"

9 Reply!

19 hours ago

It's easy: Whatever the government and Big Pharma ask You to do, do the contrary.
Klaus Smith

"

"

9 3 Reply!

20 hours ago

The homosexuals have been spreading the CornHole Virus for decades now.

 

                   God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

The Big Fat Bastard
"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

don't you're going to piss off fartie van.......
therealphysicist

"

"

4 2 Reply!

20 hours ago

He's just another homosexual.
The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

9 Reply!

20 hours ago

So are these deaths counted in the COVID numbers? Why do I think that the answer is yes?
rocknrollinhoneybadger

"

"

9 Reply!

21 hours ago

The virus appeared in Florida last March - hasn't even been 1 year! Now some basic Big Pharma Facts: 

- Reagan extended the Patent Life to 19yrs back in the 1980's because...
From the time it takes to file the Patent to get a drug on Market is about 10yrs

There are FOUR Clinical Trial Phases which on average run 7-8yrs
It costs the Drug maker around $2.5 billion in R&D and Drug Trials to get a drug to market.
You ever wonder how they got a vaccine approved when the virus hasn't even been around a year? Did you know they SKIPPED
the Animal Testing phase? Did you know Big Pharma is indemnified from lawsuits for vaccine "accidents", but Congress setup of
minor source of funding for those injured from vaccines - small consolation. Make your own decisions about whether to get it or
not. You have to weigh the risk of the disease vs the cure. But honestly, they had me at me "false positive" for HIV after getting
the jab. ;-)  

FlaRPh

"

"

20 hours ago (Edited)

Re: The virus first appeared in Florida last March ...

This story from The Palm Beach Post identified 11 people from one small Delray Beach Florida neighborhood who had
symptoms in November and December - and all 11 tested positive for COVID antibodies in April.

https://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/20200516/coronavirus-florida-antibody-tests-bolster-suggestion-covid-spread-
early-in-florida

This Seattle Times story identified two people in Washington state who had symptoms in December and later tested
positive for antibodies.

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/antibody-test-results-of-2-snohomish-county-residents-throw-into-question-
timeline-of-coronaviruss-u-s-arrival/

This story identified an Alabama couple who had symptoms in December and tested positive for antibodies multiple times

Give Me Some Truth

https://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/20200516/coronavirus-florida-antibody-tests-bolster-suggestion-covid-spread-early-in-florida
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/antibody-test-results-of-2-snohomish-county-residents-throw-into-question-timeline-of-coronaviruss-u-s-arrival/
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This story identified an Alabama couple who had symptoms in December and tested positive for antibodies multiple times
in April, May, June and now even in January 2021 (more than a year after their onset of symptoms). The husband nearly died
from the virus the first week of January 2020.

https://uncoverdc.com/2020/06/25/an-alabama-man-nearly-died-from-covid-19-the-first-week-in-january/

This You Tube clip is an interview with the mayor of Belleville NJ. He had bad symptoms in November 2019 and has tested
positive for antibodies twice. He thinks he contracted the virus at a conference in Atlantic City where several other attendees
also became sick with COVID symptoms.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpB3Lm0IP9w&fbclid=IwAR2HFr4-
3PLI6LAcdpgGRknnSLFCPCbZDG8APbgfVm5iJC04h2FM80klq30

This virus was circulating in America months before public health authorities say it was. And they must know 
They certainly have not investigated any of these above sixteen (16) likely early cases. I wonder why they haven’t?

"

"

9 Reply!

21 hours ago

Norway's infections are approaching 60,000 out of total population of 5.3 million

When are people going to wake up to the FACT that these are NOT INFECTIONS! They are positives from a FALSE and incorrect
PCT test (which cannot detect a virus). It can only look for genetic material and if amplified through turning up the cycle-threshold,
can make anything show positive......for being organic.

Let's get right to the point - the Covaids has never been proven to exist, no isolates on record, and no genetic sequence mapped.
If anything, this may be a common cold genetically modified to be more contagious. The real agenda is to put the entire planet
into the great reset and enslave us all forever....

There is one little detail that can foil their plans: We the people far outnumber the tyrant parasites that think they can rule over us,
and they will soon drive us to the point where the people will fight back with more then words.

 

JimmyZCO

"

"

2 Reply!

21 hours ago

Never will while state controlled media is being used as the ministry of Truth. This isn't about health. This is subjugation of
the masses and they think they can just round up dissidents as a kind of mop up operation. If that does happen, the total
enslavement of the human race is close at hand. 

Indelible Scars

"

"

9 Reply!

22 hours ago

So the frailest people, who we are supposedly protecting by going though all this lockdown bs, are being killed by the side effects
of the very vaccine that is supposed to save them.

 

Somebody needs to pull the plug on this boondocle-maximus.

pro·le·tar·i·at

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Now you're talking.

How does vaccine terrorist zealot grab you for a label of those who refuse.

This.  Like all things quite nasty.  Is not going away without a fight.  To the death apparently.  They do seem very invested in
us all complying.  Immediately!

And refer to the connection of covid and Joe's economic rolling stone.  Will it crush you or enliven those who do not desire
to go quietly?  

Jesus is the way.

Rest Easy

"

"

 (Edited)BannedOne

https://uncoverdc.com/2020/06/25/an-alabama-man-nearly-died-from-covid-19-the-first-week-in-january/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpB3Lm0IP9w&fbclid=IwAR2HFr4-3PLI6LAcdpgGRknnSLFCPCbZDG8APbgfVm5iJC04h2FM80klq30
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17 hours ago (Edited)

These vaccine manufacturers are criminal and have been for a long time. Childhood vaccines are poorly tested and the increase
in childhood chronic diseases has increased in proportion with the increase in the number of vaccines on the childhood schedule
.  

BannedOne

"

"

8 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Norway has 517 "covid" deaths in a year.

23 "vaccine" deaths in a months.

 

opaopaopa

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

This is what happens when you have entire populations of imbeciles who suck on the dicks of media
rocknrollinhoneybadger

"

"

8 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Sorry lefties. The same logic you use to determine a covid 19 fatality is now being applied to your vaccine. Die within 90 days of
the jab = vaccine death. Co-morbidity not withstanding.

Fairs fair and all that.

Inevitability

"

"

8 Reply!

18 hours ago

Let me guess he recommends using the Gates, I mean moderna vaccine instead?

So my mother in law who has been incarcerated, i mean locked in a room in a nursing home for nearly a year now got and almost
died from Covid last summer(about 20 did die including her roommate) just got the vaccine.......let that sink in. Anyway she just
about died from that damn thing , she said it was the worst pain she's had in years, bone crushing pain through out her body,
cold sweats, brain splitting headache and absolutely no energy to even get out of bed for days. I think I read somewhere only 27
cases have been reported of reinfection in the world so why the hell would you give a 86 year old, obese, diabetic, cancer survivor
with high blood pressure and heart disease an unproven vaccine for something she just survived?

Insert farm animal here

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Basically, because they're brainwashed idiots with no ability to think for themselves.
Faeriedust

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

Good question “ why the hell would you give an 86 yo....an unproven vaccine”. So I have one for you. Why on earth would
you allow your beloved mom to get the Covid vaccine?

Befits

"

"

8 Reply!

18 hours ago

So vaccine can't be used for most vulnerable to this virus and no proof it prevents transmission?  Why take it?  Follow the
money.   Fauxci was a red flag from the start being so pro vaccine.

ItsDanger

"

"

8 3 Reply!

19 hours ago

Bet the folks that died would have had better outcomes if they had the virus instead of the vaccine.
BuckShotJones

"

"

19 hours ago

Some would, some wouldn't.
zeropopulationgrowth
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Some would, some wouldn't.

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

The last people who should be getting an untested vaccine are the frail and elderly. 
StrangePlace

"

"

3 Reply!

18 hours ago

Or ANYONE for that matter

40,000 otherwise healthy Americans have had severe adverse events. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

the bean counters would likely disagree
The 3rd Dimentia

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

It is indeed the bean counters running the show, so anything like human considerations are off the table. 
StrangePlace

"

"

8 Reply!

20 hours ago

Now they want to be nuanced.

Vaccines reportedly do not prevent infections. Covid will reportedly be with us forever. The survival rate is also nearly 100%.

Therefore, the correct response is not masks and lockdowns, but the expansion of care facilities.

Musum

whether the death was caused by vaccines or other preexisting conditions of these individuals.

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

Seriously, the original issue was the fear of not having the medical capability to treat a surge of the critically ill and having to
deny services to dying people. 

10 months and $2T later and we still have this problem? 

 

tr123

"

"

8 Reply!

22 hours ago

The "efficacy" is to kill you.
soapcutter

"

"

8 Reply!

23 hours ago

Achtung. Vaccination papers please. 
George Bayou

"

"

8 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Travesty!

Round up the eugenicists and make them dig all the graves of those they've murdered.

Dragon Breath

"

"

1 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Make them dig their own graves. No court or jury of their peers. Execution.
Adam

"

"
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1 1 Reply!"

"

8 Reply!

23 hours ago

Don't forget to go on that low-protein meal worm diet pre-vaccination. Get your nutritional status compromised in preparation for
the big spike in immune response induced by the vaccine. Don't forget to self-monitor for autoimmune disease months later.
Never mind, you'll know when you get it.

John Grady

"

"

7 Reply!

6 hours ago

So, we shut down society and trashed the economy for a disease that basically only affects those whose short remaining life
doesn't justify vaccination?

What would we ever do without "experts"?

drjimi

"

"

7 Reply!

6 hours ago

Why do you think Monsanto calls it Roundup. Big Pharm kills people. It's what they do.
southpaw47

"

"

7 1 Reply!

8 hours ago

The scale of these lies about CONVID by Politicians, Pharma Tech, World Gates Organization is absolutely mind boggling.

And Bill Gates is now the biggest Farmland owner in the USA, so you might want to be careful what you eat. But only in
Washington, California, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana,
Ohio, North Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana. Weren't all the states in Contention in this list ? Just Co-
Incidence ?

 

convid21

"

"

7 Reply!

10 hours ago

Is a deadly vaccine far more immoral than allowing healthy people to contract a virus which is extremely unlikely to kill them?
Well, yes. It is.

Canoe Driver

"

"

7 Reply!

10 hours ago

In the US (and very likely in the UK & Europe) there is a clear definition in law of the term "vaccine"
but neither the Pfizer nor Moderna jabs meet that definition, so they are not vaccines. They have been
described as "chemical gene therapies" but of course that description never gets used by elites and MSM.

And due to their fast-track R&D program with very limited trials followed by fast approval for use by .gov
agencies (FDA in US and MHRA in UK), the human race is being used as guinea pigs to see what they
do when people are jabbed with them.

While many people only suffer mild to moderate side effects, a growing number of people are suffering
serious bad effects and quite a few are dying in the short period after being jabbed (eg: 13 died in Norway).

And yet .govs and MSM ignore and censor/silence anybody who expresses concerns in a public forum.
And they continue to produce a tsunami of propaganda and apply extreme coercion to take these jabs.

And nobody knows how effective these gene therapies are at protecting a jabbed person.
Evidence that's oozed out so far suggests that a jabbed person can still contract and transmit the virus.

So given the serious risks and their dubious efficacy, what's the point in taking the jab?

 

smacker

"

"

9 hours agoTinfoil_Hatter
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3 Reply!

It's a loyalty test. Bend over for it.
Tinfoil_Hatter

"

"

4 Reply!

8 hours ago

Good post. It beats me that the draconian measures to force the "vaccine" on everyone coupled with the vicious
persecution of sceptics doesn't ring alarm bells for everyone .

Murph

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

sheep don't think, they just go where the shepherd and his dogs drive them
deadcat2

"

"

7 Reply!

13 hours ago

Nope. Nope. Nope. Thank you very much, I do not want to die from a vaccine shot when the damn flu is 99.9 something percent
survivable.

Amy77

"

"

7 1 Reply!

16 hours ago

I hope lots of libtards die. 
 

Varood Diarrhea

"

"

1 3 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

they already have and will continue to do so, unfortunately this disease was a disease of the stupid, and we have plenty to
go around. this should have been over in a month.

case in point: taiwan

NOT EPS TYING

"

"

17 hours ago

Seems to me like the climate change thing failed to get the ball over the goalline so they came up with this stuff to up the control
factor.

To me it's the amount of resources each person is using that seems to be the crux of the issue, in the past this was paid for by
the increase in production each human contributed to the process and for a great time in the West at least, the most profitable
model was the illusion of freedom model they built where people had jobs, a middle class arose and more or less the American
dream was born.  It was never completely real by the way but it was covered up by cheaper energy for good while.

Fast forward to now, where technology is about to increasingly render human labor economically insufficient to consume at the
level we are still consuming, "when you factor in the costs of waste disposal and housing and environmental damage to the
commons it's a much higher cost than it appears, then you can begin to understand what the issue is.

It's basically what happened to draft horses when they invented a tractor.

That's a very cynical way of looking at humans but the problem is if you give a human free will and it decides to be just a terribly
bad actor and you make all kinds of excuses for it so that you can't alter its behavior in trashing the commons then at the end of
the day it's just finally easier to punt on the people or drop the hammer of authoritarianism on them.

The above is simplistic and didn't list all the ways things got to the way they are, a huge portion of it is the result of the
commoditization of labor and humanity as well as the way we package all our consumer goods and the ridiculous consumer
oriented culture we've built.

In other words it's not all the people's fault that they've fallen into a system that was designed to max extract their labors and
wealth.

People aren't completely blameless in this though they could of made different choices.

The solution is to be honest with people and to somehow convince people to begin altering their behavior and if you want to
score people score them on their actual contribution to the commons or at least the minimal damage they do while going about

conraddobler
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7 Reply!

score people score them on their actual contribution to the commons or at least the minimal damage they do while going about
their lives so that they begin to live lives more in tune with the earth and produce more with less waste and less effort and the
quality of actual lives improves as does the planet as a whole.

That's just much much harder to do than just firing humanity but it can be done.

 

"

"

7 Reply!

18 hours ago

All deaths including vaccine deaths are classified as Covid deaths in America. That is why you never hear deaths due to mRna
vaccines.

fannyplucker

"

"

7 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

people need to relax. after all, the vaccines are only doing what they were meant to do in the first place: kill.

if in doubt, just ask bill.

donkey_shot

"

"

7 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Arrest and detain Gates, Fauci and Klaus Schwab..Then stsrt rounding up Mayors and Govenors..

 

This is GENOCIDE..

Bill of Rights

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

Free Jon Corzine!
Inevitability

"

"

7 1 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

So according to the feds, The guy wearing bull horns and his posse were going there to kill some "officials."

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-walk-back-claim-that-capitol-rioters-intended-to-capture-and-assassinate-elected-
officials-01610756111?mod=mw_latestnews

But then they changed their minds.... They own you.

Art_Vandelay

"

"

7 Reply!

19 hours ago

Stopped reading at "health experts from Wuhan". 
Dick Benenya

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Yet our very own NIH outsourced their bat virus studies to .....Wuhan. Its very good, economical and not quite do regulated.
seryanhoj

"

"

7 Reply!

PREMIUM 19 hours ago

This is the exact reason why the Pharma arse wipes were given immunity from prosicution.

Shue

"

"

18 hours ago (Edited)

I was talking to someone the other day that agreed they should be given immunity from prosecution since it's an urgent
pandemic (although I find "urgent" to be a matter of opinion).

But I saw his point.

kizell

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-walk-back-claim-that-capitol-rioters-intended-to-capture-and-assassinate-elected-officials-01610756111?mod=mw_latestnews
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7 Reply!

But I saw his point.

In response I said, "fine, but if they shall be granted immunity, the vaccine must be voluntary, no one from government to
any business should be allowed to mandate it for any reason."

He started to object, but I cut him off immediately. 

I said, "now we have a problem....you think forced vaccination of a drug that did not go through proper animal studies first
should coincide with a bankrolled free-of-risk money giant machine for big pharma??? There can be no greater tyranny apart
from taking away people's guns."

That shut him up.

"

"

7 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Don't forget, this scam they call Covid is worldwide. All ((central bank)) governments are involved in the plan.  
underbite

"

"

7 Reply!

22 hours ago

When they said they wanted to cull the sheep, they weren't kidding.

In their mind, once you're over 70 years old, you're a tax liability, not an asset.

Death2Fiat

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Well it is one way to improve the solvency of SS and Medicare   ; -)
RagaMuffin

"

"

7 1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

"Norway Sounds Alarm After 23 Die Following Pfizer Vaccine"

What only 23 people died after getting the vaccine! What's the big deal? That's nothing some of our other vaccines killed
thousands! 

This message brought to you by Pfizer's CEO.

Just a little dark humor.

pmc

"

"

7 1 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

GATES SMILES FROM THE SIDELINE.

Well done Well done.

Now the 2nd one will get the under 80 but over 60 crowd and then..........

You do realize when they test this stuff it is given in the main to people that would recover anyway.

They are once again (as in the Cumo care centers) murdering old folks.

Well done heroes.

 

 

 

karzai_luver

"

"

23 hours ago

Working perfectly.

3 more years of lockdowns before vaccine v2.0.

2banana
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7 Reply!"

"

6 Reply!

4 hours ago

"Mostly Peaceful" deaths.

"Two weeks to flatten the curve."

"Eugenics is just an idea." 

Don't look now but,

"You're KILLING Grandma!"...

 

Lee Harvey

"

"

6 Reply!

9 hours ago

Marxists are in kindergartens and nursery schools. They write children's shows, books and apps. They babysit.  Defend your child
against them. I AM FREE TO LEARN   

Meritocrat

"

"

2 Reply!

9 hours ago

Even Sesame Street and Paw Patrol, both for a pre-school target, are full on poison. 
Murph

"

"
6 Reply!

15 hours ago

it all comes down to whether or not the government of a nation is trying to harm its own people.

This is why many have turned to the Russian Sputnik Vaccine, as it is super clear that Putin loves the Russian people.

In the west it is super clear that the elites in charge have nothing but disdain and contempt for their fellow citizens.

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

6 Reply!

15 hours ago

Why would any Government promote these injections on the elderly and frail? Obviously it is killing them or ensuring it will kill
them a little quicker than nature.

I cannot believe this is really happening in 2021. There is no words for it all.

headless blogger

"

"

2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Everyday I wake up I can't believe it.
rsnoble

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

That's similar to what I was saying when everyone started adopting cell phones (which were never tested for safety) back in
the 90's & 2000's.  Was also asking why people couldn't see how military hardy cell tower sites were..

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

6 Reply!

15 hours ago

its safe.. please have 3 or 4 shots just to be on the safe side
erlee

"

"

15 hours ago

dear virus loving frauds

i live in china

condotdo

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07XB6XY8S
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6 1 Reply!

NOBODY IS WEARING MASKS ANYMORE they are laughing at the west, you been played been owned by the commies 

"

"

6 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

Who has liability? Who is making money? Who is promoting the pandemic ? See I gave you the answer already
permanent victim

"

"

6 Reply!

16 hours ago

who has NO liability*
The 3rd Dimentia

"

"

4 Reply!

16 hours ago

# $ #

Varood Diarrhea
"

"

6 Reply!

16 hours ago

PEOPLE are beginning to realize the Government is full of shit as is the criminal Big pharma vax companies and BILL GATES.

Soon they want to do a mass V AX campaign across the country, including places like DISNEYLAND, where there will not be
medical professionals there to perform emergency services with adverse events .

2 things here. If you didn't do your homework on this experimental vaccine and instead listened to LYING fascist billionaire,  like
Eugenicist, genocidal psychopath like Gates, Dem politicians and MSM, then you deserve what's coming to you with this
dangerous vaccine. I think the only way people will learn is through PAIN

AND 

2. We are ALREADY done as a country. Too many COMPLY. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

6 Reply!

18 hours ago

Yeah, in this case I am loving the fact that I predicted this kind of shitstorm. All for a flu with a 99.8% survival rate. Suckers. 
lennysrv

"

"

6 Reply!

18 hours ago

My mother-in-law (age 92) took their "vaccine" today. I'll post what happens. 
Snout the First

"

"

4 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Your MIL is a fool, and your are a sad disgrace of a DIL for not informing her. Inheritance in your future? Only rational
explanation. 

Befits

"

"

1 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Kiss her bitchass goodbye.  
Varood Diarrhea

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Experimenting with a 92 year old. What kind of people are you guys?
captain-nemo

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

My son told me there's some sort blood sucking truck too for plasma transfer treatments. We're awful people. 
StrangePlace

"

"
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2 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Not a fan of mother in laws i guess
Five_Black_Eyes_Intel_Agency

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Best way to speed up the inheritance? Ship Grandma to a death camp "nursing home".
booogyman

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

sadly, you don`t seem to care very much about your mother-in-law.
donkey_shot

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

Your MIL should make sure you DIL take the Covid vax. Revenge is sweet some say.
Befits

"

"

6 Reply!

18 hours ago

mRNA "vaccines" cause Pathogenic Priming. We knew this with our attempts with the first SARS vaccines, and we are seeing it
now.

Mount Massive

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Bingo...these were tested in ferrets previously and the deaths/serious side effects were so bad, they cancelled the study. 
CheapSnowflake

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

what`s good for ferrets can`t be bad for humans...oh, wait...
donkey_shot

"

"

6 2 Reply!

19 hours ago

As long as housing prices continue cratering, all is well.

 

               God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago

You look like you need a vaccination, big boy.
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Are you taking falling housing prices personal again my good friend?
The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

Reply!

19 hours ago

No, just you not saying "May God bless president Trump" and "may God bless America"
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

1 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

               God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

 

The Big Fat Bastard

"

"
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1 Reply!

18 hours ago

As part of the vaccine rollout the government is providing foot long needles so the vaccine can be delivered into those with
heavy fat layers. 

yerfej

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

Now that's not very nice.
The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

6 11 Reply!

20 hours ago

Let me get this straight.

>China destroys American economy

>Trump initiates Trade War and Fights back

>Trump convinces Americans of the evils of the Communist Chinese thugs

>China senses a problem, releases Bat Lady WuFlu

>China blames WuFlu on Peasant eating bat soup

>China refuses independent investigation into origin

>WHO complicit due to Chinese control

>Trump withdraws due to WHO being a Chinese stooge

>China questions US vaccine shown 95% effective, while Chinese made cheap-knock off crap vaccine is at best 70% effective

>Tylers mindlessly vomit Communist Chinese Propaganda against American Medicine to defeat Communist Chinese
Bioweapon attack against America to get Trump out of office.

I think I got that right...

TexasRed232
"

"

5 4 Reply!

20 hours ago

Yeah that covers it.
The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

1 2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Yep. Call your congressman 

%

.   
kc_kilo

"

"

5 4 Reply!

20 hours ago

That part about the Pfizer vaccine being 95% effective - fock no.
DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

          American Medicine

Go to Moderna's website. The Investors are so conceited that they just had to put their Bio&Foto on the site. They're the one
Holding the patents/$$$. Lots of $$$.

Who are they? They're from a country that begins with "I".  Your squirting mRNA into your life invented by people that
worship COWs,  Monkeys and Elephants! Go Ganesh, Beat Jesus!

 

pismobird

"

"

Guatemalanwatersnake
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6 Reply!

20 hours ago

The elderly are essentially the only people who need to be saved by the vaccine in the first place so it’s pretty screwed up that the
vaccine can be unsafe for them. 

Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

A Pfizer Spokesman said:

"Our cure for the Pensions Crisis is 98% efficacious.  As soon as we have a few more weeks to perfect it we are certain it will cure
food shortages as well. 3 jabs each should do it, but to be certain the poorest shoud be given 4"

floosy

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

I work in the medical field this is happening here in the USA. We were given possible side effects of vaccine and DEATH is listed.
Do your research folks !!!

LibMeltDown

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Will I be able to play the piano after I get the vaccine?
I Write Code

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

yes, especially if you couldn't play before...
apparently

"

"
4 Reply!

22 hours ago

depends how debilitating your bell's palsy becomes
PumpkinEater

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

"For those who have a very short remaining life span anyway, the benefit of the vaccine may be marginal or irrelevant."

 

Truth bombs like this are not allowed in this country....

flyoverdeplorable

"

"

6 Reply!

22 hours ago

Big Pharma svcks. Burn it to the ground.
rejectnumbskull

"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

But what do we do with the likes of you when your antipsychotic meds are all gone??
schrudedogg

"

"

4 Reply!

22 hours ago

We can send him to Maralago
Fart Vandelay

"

"

2 2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Yes and then burn IT to the ground
schrudedogg

"

"

22 hours ago

Big Pharma has never been about "health". It's a $$$ machine. U r a tool.
rejectnumbskull
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3 Reply!"

"

6 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

"Norway Sounds Alarm After Only 23 Die Following Pfizer Vaccination - 'It's Outrageous!  They Promised Us MILLIONS!'"
Detective Miller

"

"

3 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Yeah the planned release from Wuhan didn't take out enough of these old geezers, give em a jab to up the numbers.  There
is only one way the Social Security fund stays in tact.

get nothing and like it

"

"

5 Reply!

11 hours ago

Think greeeeeen!

You are the disease, "their" covaid$ vaxx the cure.

Onward to Ouchwitz, rag mouths!

Fireman

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Don't stop the shots for the elderly. The hundred billion dollar Soverign Wealth Fund will go bankrupt in 2600 if all these old
people continue to collect the benefits from the oil that were due them.  And shhhhhhh, don't tell the elderly Americans this
because their Social Security Fund only has IOUs and will be bankrupt in 2029.

SoDamnMad

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Not relevant.  The vaccine trials never tested whether or not they decreased the death rate.  Decreasing the death rate was never
a goal of the vaccines.

Bradmajors

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago (Edited)

Exactly. Reduction of symptoms but this is based on very doggy data.

Third Stage trials were never finished. Those take 2 to 3 yrs if not longer.

So anyone taking this potion is IN AN EXPERIMENT.

LA_Goldbug

"

"

5 Reply!

12 hours ago

Really sad. Scare a bunch of old people with constant bombardment of ***COVID19 DEATH*** and then start killing them with a
shot sold as protecting them from certain death.

DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

5 Reply!

14 hours ago

Perhaps Norway and others should now consider putting politics aside and acquiring the Russian vaccine, Sputnik V, a far more
safe and effective vaccine.  

Victor999

"

"

2 1 Reply!

14 hours ago (Edited)

Nothing will change for the better until people finally admit that no vaccine will have any benefit to anyone who takes them
Corn Popp

"

"

14 hours ago (Edited)

You would think the world have taken notice when Russia stopped the BS Ebola HOAX in its tracks !

Russia created a vaccine - gave it to Africa for FREE - NO more Ebola HOAX !

JackOliver4
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1 Reply!

Russia created a vaccine - gave it to Africa for FREE - NO more Ebola HOAX !

"

"

5 Reply!

15 hours ago

the Vaccine mutilates and mutates perfectly healthy cells, forcing them to create a protein no human body has ever produced
before. then the body is provoked to kill these cells.

At that point, it is imperative the cell dies.

If the cell doesn’t die then the dna will most likely be damaged during cell division by the nanoparticles.

This leads to DNA mosaicism.

That leads to tumors and cancer.

No way i’m taking the vaccine. that is a life time of consequences for a disease that Ivermectin and Dexamethasone and Zinc can
cure.

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

7 1 Reply!

15 hours ago

let the leftist take it

dont warn them

 

 

condotdo

"

"
5 Reply!

15 hours ago

You sound very hateful. A lot of people have family who are brainwashed by either left ideology or right. You think they
want them dead just because their viewpoints are skewed?

You sound like Cuomo.

headless blogger

"

"

6 Reply!

15 hours ago

you cannot be that naive  

 

they are silencing us,  they are about force us to be injected  ,  wont allow you to WORK TRAVEL EAT unless you are
vaccinated   they report you to authourities for non compliance 

yes i want them gone before they get my family , keep pretending they THINK LIKE YOU Cause they dont, they want
you gone

condotdo

"

"

1 Reply!

14 hours ago

Boy. You seriously need to see a shrink.
Banner

"

"

16 hours ago

The most important question to ask the government and health authorities:

"What percentage of the positive PCR tests were obtained by going past a cycle threshold of 35? "

Kary Mullis the inventor of PCR and Nobel Prize winner in chemistry for his invention says:
"If you have to go more than 40 cycles to amplify a single-copy gene, there is something seriously wrong with your PCR." 
AND 
“The PCR test can be used to find almost anything in anybody.” 

The WHO recommended 45 cycles and the FDA/CDC recommended 40. Anything above 35 will be well over 90% false positives. 
 

TRM
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5 Reply!

 

"

"

5 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

Yes, please sign up for the Gates/Fauci/Biden China vaccine, 100% guaranteed to work 70% of the time unless it kills you. But,
you have to wear your mask for another 10 years. Who's next?...

boyplunger7777

"

"

5 Reply!

16 hours ago

not sure if ZH has previously covered this:

http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-
vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/

Simple discernment sayeth this is most liketh to not be a coincidence

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

2 Reply!

16 hours ago

YEP.

198 residents 32 dead since they started rolling out the vax

CatInTheHat

"

"

5 Reply!

17 hours ago

If people have poor immune systems, how the heck can they develop antibodies to fight off the disease? Immune system, baby,
immune system. And building our immune system to develop antibodies can only be achieved through proper diet and
multivitamin and mineral supplements, and not just C, D and Zinc. Something the media refuses to tell us.

If we build, and take care of our immune system by supplying our blood with all of the necessary building blocks of our immune
system, we will survive. It may take a month or two to develop our immune system to where it should be, but if we start now, we
can get there, hopefully before we die waiting for a vaccine. And it's best not to take vitamins on an empty stomach. It won't feel
too good.

Geritol isn't a bad multivitamin and mineral supplement, if you can find it these days. They go quick, since many people already
know this cheap, little secret.

mailll

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

I drink vitamin water daily with 100% Vitamin C & B complex in it.
rejectnumbskull

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

That's good, but you need all of the other vitamins and minerals, not just certain ones. Multivitamins and minerals offer C,
B complex, iron, D, Zinc, and all of the other necessary vitamins and minerals.They all work together to build a strong
immune system. For example, they say Vitamin C, D and Zinc are good to help fight off covid, but I believe that without
the other vitamins and minerals, them would also be of little value. For example, they say those with a vitamin D
deficiency have a tendency to die from covid, but that doesn't mean we should just load up on vitamin D, other vitamins
and minerals are needed to make vitamin D useful.

Vitamin C, B complex and vitamin drink is fine, but take a multivitamin and mineral also. And if you don't get enough iron
in the foods you eat, then get a multivitamin that has iron in it also, since many of them don't contain iron. And iron is
needed to keep our red blood cells healthy. And if our red blood cells are not healthy, then all of the vitamins in the world
would be useless. 

mailll

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

I try to keep most of my diet Paleo as well. That has really helped. I avoid bread, pasta, sugar & dairy to limit
inflammation.

rejectnumbskull

"

"

http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/
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Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

Your immune system also needs "practice", otherwise it ramps down.

Lockdowns limit contact with other people where we'd normally get exposed to bugs we're immune to, not getting sick but
keeping the system ramped up to deal with something that does make us sick.

When you severely limit people's contact with others they don't get as much of this normal exposure and the system ramps
down because it has little to do. Which is a problem if you suddenly get a significant infection.

strych10

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

which means the retards are in charge. imagine modern medical care without being told "you have a drug deficiency"

The 3rd Dimentia

the most elderly and frail should be recommended to take medicines to improve their immune
system.

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

When an elderly person dies shortly after contracting Covid, Zeroes are fond of saying that person died of old age.

I assume that the logic holds when an elderly person is shot during a robbery gone bad, yes?

In other words, because the old man or woman wasn’t long for this world, he or she wasn’t murdered by a criminal, but rather
died of old age, correct?

:-)

Caitlin32

"

"
3 Reply!

19 hours ago

Covid is real and dangerous to the elderly..like influenza is. Yet... death by vaccine is not a desired outcome. Remember the
antiquated medical guidance "Do no harm?"

BuckShotJones

"

"

2 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Every vaccine ever developed - even extremely effective ones - has instances in which it may injure, maim or even kill
recipients in isolated cases.  However, in the aggregate, many of those vaccines are still deemed desirable for humanity
as a whole.

Likewise, medical procedures ranging from heart surgery to hernia repairs work for far more folks than they kill.  And yet,
year after year, a certain percentage of folks will indeed succumb to these relatively routine procedures.

Is that an argument for not doing them?  Probably not.

Nurse Ratched

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

None of those vaccines are using technology that alters your DNA and is experimental 
CatInTheHat

"

"

2 2 Reply!

18 hours ago

So?
Nurse Ratched

"

"

18 hours ago (Edited)

a bit thick aintcha

feel into his response and this is likely what you'll get-

"None of those are vaccines using technology that alters your DNA and is experimental"

The 3rd Dimentia

"
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5 2"

"

1

18 hours ago

Wow.
awake human

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

It's a chest cold. We need vaccine for it like a fish needs a bicycle. 
StrangePlace

"

"

2 2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Yes, a chest cold that killed over 3,000 people today.

:-)

Nurse Ratched

"

"

1

18 hours ago

How many people died of suicide today? Of car accidents? Of the flu? Of a stroke? Of heart attack? Or do they
not count anymore in this brave world where we control death? 

StrangePlace
"

"

1

18 hours ago

compare total deaths per capita for 2020 and preceding years and get back to us nurse nothing.
charlie_don't_surf

"

"

3 2 Reply!

19 hours ago

The aged and frail have been dying of colds and flus since forever. Nothing we will do will stop that. Most trolls are pretty
unrepenant about resisting facts. But if you are ever of a mind to, life is a lot more peaceful if you accept we all die of
something specific. You may indeed get old and die of the flu or I may. Neither can be stopped. 

StrangePlace

"

"

2 2 Reply!

18 hours ago

It's a given we will all die of something.  However, it's axiomatic that most of us would prefer to die later rather than
earlier.  I had a friend in her early 80s who died of Covid recently.  Would she have eventually died even if she never had
Covid?  Of course.  But it's disingenuous to say old age killed her when, but for Covid, she likely would have lived a few
more years.

Nurse Ratched

"

"

1 2 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

You have no idea if she would have lived a few more years. That's my point. That's refusal to accept death on it's own
terms. She's 80 and over the average age of death.

StrangePlace

"

"

3 2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Of course I have an idea.  The average life expectancy of an 80 year-old woman in the US is about 9 years.  She
might have lived 2 additional years or 12 additional years, but odds are she had more time, but for Covid.

 

Nurse Ratched

"

"

18 hours ago

"Of course I have an idea.  "

 Nobody knows except God how long any one of us are expected to live. This is a refusal to accept death comes
to us all. There's no negotiating it. She live to beyond 80. I have know people from my grammar school who died
at 18, decades ago now. She had full life and that's all any of us can ask. 

Meanwhile, looking a chart of group averages is ridiculous when considering the health of any one person. A 45

StrangePlace
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Meanwhile, looking a chart of group averages is ridiculous when considering the health of any one person. A 45
year old will not live their expected life span if they have chronic health condition either.

"She might have lived 2 additional years or 12 additional years, but odds are she had more time, but for Covid."

 

Would you have waxed poetical about the flu had she died from it? Or do globalists name a chest cold and
suddenly "We can beat it"? Again, you do not know and will never know in the case of any individual person.
When God wills something, it's done. We do our best, but no force on earth stops death. 

"

"

17 hours ago

"she might have lived two additional years...but for covid"

or she might have died from the regular flu, or pneumonia, or an infection, or cancer, or a million other things that
kill old people.

wowlamesite

"

"

1 Reply!

15 hours ago

Sorry it took me so long to get back to your comment.  Here it is, from below:

"'Of course I have an idea.'"

 "Nobody knows except God how long any one of us are expected to live."

I feel this may be a reading comprehension issue.  I said quite clearly I have an idea, but I didn't claim I knew the
actual date of her death if she had been taken by Covid.

If you want to respond to what I've said, you have to actually read it, not simply twist what I've said (or not
understand it in the first place because of the aforementioned reading comprehension issue).

Heading to bed. 

 

Nurse Ratched

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Folks on this board are all about dogma, not facts.
Caitlin32

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

That's a terrible analogy.
MELLA TONE INN

"

"

1 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

You need to tell us why.

I suspect you can't.

:-)

Nurse Ratched

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

I am telling you why it's a terrible analogy. Just like death, you won't accept it. 
StrangePlace

"

"

18 hours ago

No, you're simply telling me it's a bad analogy, but with no reasoning.

I'm headed out into the cold to walk the malamute.  Will check back in afterwards to see if you came up with some
reasoning.

Nurse Ratched
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1 1 Reply!

reasoning.

:-)

"

"

1

18 hours ago

While you're out there, have chat with God about what I'm telling you. It may look more reasonable someday. 
StrangePlace

"

"

17 hours ago

and quit the silly smiley face.
wowlamesite

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

You can't fly,You can't have our kids or yourself in any school,you can not go into store's of any kind, And in alot of work
places,you won't work. But not to worry?< There not making it manditory! LOL!

Fred box

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

Gee whiz! It took a whole three months to develop. What could possibly be wrong?
Jamesf1010

"

"

5 Reply!

20 hours ago

As if this wasn't all part of the plan 
phillyla

"

"

5 Reply!

20 hours ago

I have read articles that smokers are less susceptable to catching COVID than non smokers.

The government would never release the information and try to prevent publication because it does not fit the agenda.

I am not claiming smoking is good, but I have seen smokers who are old and functioning fine and have known non smokers who
had lung cancer.

Go figure...

high5mail

"

"

5 Reply!

22 hours ago

The virus kills people by causing an autoimmune system overreaction (they have a allergic reaction), So guess what those that are
prone to having the autoimmune system reaction are prone to reacting to the vaccine in the same way. No way they didn't see
this coming. 

No Time for Fishing

"

"

2 Reply!

21 hours ago

I have an autoimmune condition, RA, but I never get sick. Like, not ever. But I refuse all the drugs THEY tell me I NEED.
Indelible Scars

"

"

22 hours ago

This is not rocket science. Dudes most vulnerable to the virus ( and every other risk ) will be most vulnerable to side effects.

I am deeply unimpressed with the readiness of everyone who gets paid to sit on their ass being ready for stuff like this.

So if you are of dying type age, you have to choose a or b. a: die by virus or b: die by vaccine. And yet protectting the vulnerable
is the key of policy.

What happened to common sense? e.g. we are expecting to  believe, masks and distancing etc, practically eliminated old
fashioned annual flu but does nothing much against the new improved flu.

seryanhoj
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5 Reply!

fashioned annual flu but does nothing much against the new improved flu.

Also masks were no good in March but are now a miracle fix.

The attempts to keep us misinformed are clumsy and obvious.

 

"

"

1 8 Reply!

22 hours ago

Nothing like that. It's actually SO simple that even a Covidiot can understand it;

The vaccine help keep you from getting sick

The mask helps you prevent infecting others

The plan is to immunize everyone then , the masks are not needed.

Fart Vandelay

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

And god forgive officials may need to adjust viewpoints and directives when dealing with an entirely new virus...
schrudedogg

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Exactly
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

If me wearing a mask only protects you not me then my motivation is zero. It would be dumb of you to rely on me at that
point.  If you care about your safety and believe all the Covid BS the you should:

Get Vaccinated ASAP

Hide in your home indefinitely

If you must venture our or interact with any other human gloves and a properly fitted N95 mask would be your bare
minimum

If you want to live foot loose and fancy free and rely on some other guy doing the right thing you are going to find yourself
shit out of luck. 

No Time for Fishing

"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Except officials already said that even after getting 'vaccinate' people still need to wear masks and still need to social
distance and can still get Covid.

What we are calling a vaccine seems no better than the annual flu shot, at best.

The Competent Man

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Masks were no good in March because there were no masks. If there was no food, government would tell you that food was
no good.

Always treat everything from the government and media as lies.

Dzerzhhinsky

Also masks were no good in March but are now a miracle fix.

"

"

22 hours ago

Corollary: the louder the shout it, the more certain you can be it's a lie.

Applies pretty well here, I'd say.

Socratic Dog
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2 Reply!"

"

5 2 Reply!

23 hours ago

Just like the phony Spanish Flu,,,,it sparked a world wide vaccination program,,,and only the vaccinated died,,,
HANGTHEOWL

"

"

5 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Genocide.  NOW ... do you understand?
BarkingWolf

"

"

4 Reply!

5 hours ago (Edited)

And there you have it..."the ultimate legal kill shot"
zoghead

"

"

4 Reply!

5 hours ago

You idiot sheep out there can take my jab.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

4 Reply!

7 hours ago

No. No. No! Stick to the narrative. If you die from any cause the cause of death is Covid. 

So if someone died from any cause after receiving the vaccine you must record the cause of death as Covid. 

Got It??

Oh wait......??

Pi Bolar

"

"

4 Reply!

6 hours ago

Why not?

They've been doing it with Cancer and Chemo for decades!

Debt-Is-Not-Money

"

"

4 Reply!

11 hours ago

  Don't you just love the "still have severe reservations". It's as if they really don't understand the genuine human feeling and
charitable intentions behind Auschwitz and the other "hotels" that Onkel Adolf ran when he was "scaling down"...  It was all
simply bad press back in the day...an unfortunate glitch in the presentation, if you will.

Fireman

Many skeptics in Europe and the US still have severe reservations about the vaccines, even as big
pharma and governments continually insist they are completely safe.

"

"

11 hours agoFireman

                                                THE OUCHWITZ REPORT

                                                      UPDATED DAILY

Tip of the Iceberg? Thousands of COVID Vaccine Injuries and 13 U.S. Deaths Reported in
December Alone

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-covid-vaccine-injuries-13-deaths-
reported-december/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=1fd8cb58-95d0-46d9-
b54f-3a3b61f97d5a

‘We see nothing alarming,’ says Norwegian drugs regulator, after 13 deaths linked to Pfizer
vaccine jabs

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-already-50x-higher-flu-shot
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/thousands-covid-vaccine-injuries-13-deaths-reported-december/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=1fd8cb58-95d0-46d9-b54f-3a3b61f97d5a
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vaccine jabs

https://www.rt.com/news/512586-norway-vaccine-elderly-deaths/

Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Claims Yet Another Victim.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyBOLgVoD7ik/

Facebook Deleted This Video from Her Page - COVID-19 Vaccine Claims Yet Another Victim

https://www.bitchute.com/video/sOzyADCWv9E0/

Australian scientists urge pause on deployment of AstraZeneca vaccine over efficacy concerns,
suggest Pfizer or Moderna instead

https://www.rt.com/news/512442-australia-scientists-astrazeneca-covid-vaccine/

Russia prohibits clinics from offering Covid-19 Pfizer vaccine after foreign-owned company found
selling injections near Moscow

https://www.rt.com/russia/512540-pfizer-covid19-vaccine-ban/

Professor Dolores Cahill: Why People Will Start DYING A Few Months After The First mRNA Vaccination

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn8/

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-
few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/

But here in the short-term (2 weeks) 24 deaths among 193 vaccinated residents = 12.4% mortality rate
or a 124-fold increase in mortality over and above the COVID-19 death rate for the population at large is
reported.

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/just-what-we-all-feared/

24 Dead and 137 Infected at NY Nursing Home After Experimental COVID Injections

http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-
zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/

https://alethonews.com/2021/01/10/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-after-
experimental-covid-injections/

CNN: ‘Don’t Be Alarmed’ if People Start Dying After Taking the Vaccine

https://alethonews.com/2020/12/08/cnn-dont-be-alarmed-if-people-start-dying-after-taking-the-
vaccine/

BITCHUTE Another Vaccine Victim

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uwtDz1WBtgVd/

CDC launches probe after ‘very healthy’ Miami doctor dies 2 weeks after taking Pfizer’s Covid-19
jab

A middle-aged doctor from Florida has passed away two weeks after receiving his first dose of Pfizer’s
coronavirus vaccine, succumbing to a rare blood disorder. The CDC and local officials have opened a
probe into his death.

Dr. Gregory Michael – a 56-year-old obstetrician-gynecologist who ran his own practice at Miami Beach’s
Mount Sinai Medical Center for more than a decade – died late last week, 16 days after taking the vaccine
developed jointly by Pfizer and BioNTech.

Wife of ‘perfectly healthy’ Miami doctor, 56, who died of a blood disorder 16 days after getting
Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine is certain it was triggered by the jab, as drug giant investigates first death
with a suspected link to shot

https://davidicke.com/2021/01/09/exclusive-wife-of-perfectly-healthy-miami-doctor-56-who-died-
of-a-blood-disorder-16-days-after-getting-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-is-certain-it-was-triggered-by-
the-jab-as-drug-giant-investigates/

https://www.rt.com/news/512586-norway-vaccine-elderly-deaths/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyBOLgVoD7ik/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/sOzyADCWv9E0/
https://www.rt.com/news/512442-australia-scientists-astrazeneca-covid-vaccine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/512540-pfizer-covid19-vaccine-ban/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn8/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/just-what-we-all-feared/
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/
https://alethonews.com/2021/01/10/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-after-experimental-covid-injections/
https://alethonews.com/2020/12/08/cnn-dont-be-alarmed-if-people-start-dying-after-taking-the-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uwtDz1WBtgVd/
https://davidicke.com/2021/01/09/exclusive-wife-of-perfectly-healthy-miami-doctor-56-who-died-of-a-blood-disorder-16-days-after-getting-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-is-certain-it-was-triggered-by-the-jab-as-drug-giant-investigates/
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4 Reply!

Investigation launched as 2 people die in Norway nursing home days after receiving Pfizer’s Covid-
19 vaccine

Killing granny to.... ahem....$ave.... granny

https://www.rt.com/news/511623-norway-covid19-vaccine-deaths/

"ABC Fertility Report: ‘Men May Want to Consider Freezing Sperm’ Before COVID Vaccine"

....ah yes Kill Bill gates of hell...the Eugenicist agenda behind his death jab.

https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/fertility-covid-vaccine/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uqu5rR8JK5YV/

Family calls for more research after young doctor left paralyzed in wake of taking Pfizer Covid-19
vaccine in Mexico

https://www.rt.com/news/511592-doctor-paralyzed-covid-vaccine-mexico/

Rate Of Adverse Reactions To COVID Vaccines Already 50x Higher Than Flu Shot

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-already-50x-higher-
flu-shot

"

"

11 hours agoFireman

Health authorities on alert after nurse DIES following vaccination with Pfizer’s Covid-19 shot
in Portugal Portuguese health worker, 41, dies two days after getting Pfizer jab
https://mol.im/a/9111311 #vaccine #vaccinations #COVID19 #Covid

Azevedo was so proud to be among the first to receive the vaccine, she changed her Facebook
profile picture to reflect that. “Covid-19 vaccinated,” she wrote under a selfie with her face mask on.

https://www.rt.com/news/511524-portuguese-nurse-dies-pfizer-vaccine/

Dr. Vernon Coleman blows the whistle as the poisoned sheeple start to croak.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/XHA86f4VMf3V/

The CDC calls the adverse vaxx side effects "Health Impact Events" aka Newspeak for
poisoned and dying.

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/slides-12-19/05-COVID-
CLARK.pdf

"Health Impact Event" (sic) is explained as:

unable to perform normal daily activities
unable to work
required care from doctor or health care professional

2.79% of those injected with disease suffered bad side effects. (3,150 out of 112,807).

Alabama vaxxed nurse, Tiffany Dover Pontes dead at 30. Prove me wrong if she isn't!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/

Swiss "patient" now murdered by vaxx

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/swiss-patient-dies-shortly-after-receiving-pfizer-covid-
vaccine

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine

Since vaccinations kicked off on December 20, at least four people in Israel died shortly after getting
the jab, Kan public broadcaster reported.

Ze all new final...final $olution.

https://www.rt.com/news/511623-norway-covid19-vaccine-deaths/
https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/fertility-covid-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uqu5rR8JK5YV/
https://www.rt.com/news/511592-doctor-paralyzed-covid-vaccine-mexico/
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-already-50x-higher-flu-shot
https://t.co/EamYpXVQpu?amp=1
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vaccine?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vaccinations?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Covid?src=hashtag_click
https://www.rt.com/news/511524-portuguese-nurse-dies-pfizer-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XHA86f4VMf3V/
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/slides-12-19/05-COVID-CLARK.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/swiss-patient-dies-shortly-after-receiving-pfizer-covid-vaccine
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https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/

 

The vaccine effort in historical perspective

The following graphs are taken from Chapter One of “Fooling Ourselves”. They help us put
vaccination into correct historical perspective.

http://vaccinationdilemma.com/historical-death-rates-diseases-vaccination-html/

 

Stored at -70C, the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine cannot be frozen again once thawed, meaning it
has to be transported and stored under extremely cold conditions. And the issue seems to be
affecting not just Germany.

On Monday, the Spanish Health Ministry said that Pfizer and BioNTech themselves postponed
the vaccine deliveries to eight European nations, including Spain, due to a “problem in the
loading and shipment process” at its plant in Belgium. Spanish Health Minister Salvador Illa
also said the issue was “linked to the control of the temperature.”

https://www.rt.com/news/511149-berlin-pfizer-covid-vaccine-delivery/

Suspicious events

However it seems Albert Bourla, the CEO of Pfizer, doesn’t share the confidence of his own claims.
On the day his company issued its press release on the proposed vaccine trials, he sold 62% of his
stock in Pfizer, making millions profit in the deal. He made the sell order in a special option in
August so it would not appear as “insider selling”, however he also timed it just after the US
elections and the mainstream media illegitimately declared Joe Biden President-elect. It seems from
appearances that Bourla had a pretty clear conflict of interest in the timing of his press release on
the same day.

Bourla lied and denied to the Press that his company had received any funds from the Trump
Administration to develop the vaccine when it came out they contracted in summer to deliver 100
million doses to the US Government. Further adding to the suspect actions of Pfizer was the fact the
company first informed the team of Joe biden rather than the relevant US government agencies.

But this is far from the only thing alarming about the much-hyped Pfizer announcement.

Softball Pfizer Vaccine Rollout Interview Goes Horribly Wrong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMAZJtOdYNI&ab_channel=BestEvidence

http://pistolero.aracari.swift-mail.com/Misc/CorpResearchProj-Pfizer-rap-sheet.png

The German Partner

Pfizer, famous for its Viagra and other drugs, has partnered with a small Mainz, Germany company,
BioNTech, which has developed the radical mRNA technique used to produce the new corona
vaccine. BioNTech was only founded in 2008. BioNTech signed an agreement with the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation in September, 2019, just before announcement in Wuhan China of the Novel
Coronavirus and just before BioNTech made its stock market debut. The agreement involved
cooperation on developing new mRNA techniques to treat cancer and HIV. Curiously that press
release, “The Gates Foundation sees BioNTech potential to ‘dramatically reduce global HIV and
tuberculosis’” 05. September 2019, has now been deleted.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/what-not-said-pfizer-coronavirus-vaccine/5729461

 

 

 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
http://vaccinationdilemma.com/historical-death-rates-diseases-vaccination-html/
https://www.rt.com/news/511149-berlin-pfizer-covid-vaccine-delivery/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/pfizer-ceo-sold-stock-day-covid-19-vaccine-results-unveiled-2020-11-1029790705
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMAZJtOdYNI&ab_channel=BestEvidence
http://pistolero.aracari.swift-mail.com/Misc/CorpResearchProj-Pfizer-rap-sheet.png
https://www.globalresearch.ca/what-not-said-pfizer-coronavirus-vaccine/5729461
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2 Reply!"

"

1 Reply!

7 hours ago

So they order to switch from the dodgy AZ vax to others even more dodgy.

You couldn't make this sh1t up.

This is almost hilarious if it weren't so sad.

smacker

"Australian scientists urge pause on deployment of AstraZeneca vaccine over efficacy
concerns, suggest Pfizer or Moderna instead"

"

"

4 Reply!

12 hours ago

mRNA’ - the ‘m’ stands for ‘messenger’.  The message being sent is to completely weaken human immune defense system with a
bio weapon infused progenitor that attacks our defense system. Anyone submitting to the Global Homo bio vaccine will be
forever changed from ever being a natural human being. 
See trans humanism, aka tranny.  

St. TwinkleToes

"

"

2 Reply!

11 hours ago

Gene Therapy or gene engineering.

When done with animals and some humans resulted in deaths and misery. 

LA_Goldbug

"

"
4 Reply!

14 hours ago

9 out of 10 won't survive the Pfizer vaccine !!

THAT'S why Pfizer claims it is 90% effective !

JackOliver4

"

"

4 Reply!

14 hours ago

That awkward moment when liberals tell you that they are going to save you. 
Nature_Boy_Wooooo

"

"

3 Reply!

14 hours ago

Better believe it.   Or you rather believe billionaire capitalist speculator Donald wants to save you.
Londo

"

"

Reply!

14 hours ago

why are you afraid of Christians?  you a pedo ?
condotdo

"

"

4 Reply!

15 hours ago

Breaking news, sick old people are dying!!
marketvviz

"

"

15 hours ago (Edited)

And most (more than 50%) who survive COVID, asymptomatic or not, have long term lung health issues. 

One of the reasons it is necessary for infectious disease expert to be involved in the guidance of a national program is that
they have studied pandemics before and have learned how similar viral infections have spread, and what conditions began
an ended them, and the importance to track lingering symptoms over time.

WIth the COVID pandemic barely a year old, there is not enough data or experience to predict both when things will happen
AND what will happen over time, such as the long term affects.

Insurrector2
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Reply!

AND what will happen over time, such as the long term affects.

Post COVID patients are getting lung x-rays that look worse than smoker's lungs, whether or not they are symptomatic or
asymptomatic.  Not enough time has elapsed to know if the affects are long term.

You feeling lucky punk?

"

"

4 Reply!

16 hours ago

Who needs vaccines anyway? We have a cure that is 4 nines effective as both a cure and a preventative.

Ivermectin + Doxycycline + Zinc

Professor Thomas Borody developer of the triple therapy treatment for peptic ulcers in 1987.
“It’s easier than treating the flu now”. “You can actually eradicate it”. “We know it’s curable”

http://covexit.com/we-know-its-curable-its-easier-than-treating-the-flu-professor-thomas-borody/

https://vimeo.com/490351508   Dr. Pierre Kory (FLCCC Alliance, https://covid19criticalcare.com/ )
 

TRM

"

"

Reply!

15 hours ago

that is terrific news
PyrrhicVictory

"

"

4 Reply!

16 hours ago

"China, quit calling for a suspension of the Covid vaccines. We're nowhere near our depopulation goals yet!"

- Bill Gates

reTARD

"

"

1 Reply!

16 hours ago

Exactly 

But I think there is something that psychopath didn't think about.

And that is the word of mouth that is spreading by people who've already had the vax and with it severe complicationa. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Ohhh nooo... this means Bidens fantasy about vaccine rates gets blown up. That means the timetable for reopening the economy
gets blown up. That means the Bidens provisional government will need another $3.5tn in stimulus to cover for a lack of any ideas
to allow the economy to recover except more taxes.

JohnGault

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

"Here, you have to take this shot. By the way, you can't sue us if it maims or kills you. Now get over here, b!tch."

  ~Globalist billionaires.

DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

Bill Gates laughs 
CatInTheHat

"

"

17 hours ago

All of which is a problem since it is the elderly who are at most risk (quite frankly at any real risk at all) and thus who need the
protection the most. The Chinese health experts instead say that the most elderly and frail should be recommended to take
medicines to improve their immune system.

fightapathy

http://covexit.com/we-know-its-curable-its-easier-than-treating-the-flu-professor-thomas-borody/
https://vimeo.com/490351508
https://covid19criticalcare.com/
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4 Reply!

medicines to improve their immune system.

The "vaccine" makers state it cannot stop infection by the virus. It cannot stop the transmission of the virus. It is a danger to the
only people who are dying from the virus.

So....... what the FFFFFFFUUUUUUCKKKKKK is it for then?

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

To get rid of the useless eaters and parasites from the elite perspective anyway. 

Their utopia is around 500 million worldwide. Makes it so much easier in case the herd figures it out and comes to hunt them
down 

CatInTheHat

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

The vaccine might disable you, or cause a cognitive decline, or maybe it won't? No one knows. Do you think they care, if they
can't be sued? 

TryingSomethingNew

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

So, as we anticipated, more people have died from the vaccine-that-isn't-really-a-vaccine than have or ever will die from the
virus-that-is-a-virus-in-name-only.  

I just want to know who's gonna walk the plank for all of this.  

Lore

"

"

3 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Big Pharma has protected themselves from this. No one can sue them for any problems whatsoever from the vaccines.
rejectnumbskull

"

"

3 Reply!

17 hours ago

You sound like one of those MAGA rebels.
John Hansen

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

Has nothing to do with MAGA. Look it up for yourself. Big Pharma lawyers made sure no lawsuits could be filed. You
fvking liberal twatthead.

rejectnumbskull

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

The protection is ONLY for the Corporation, it doesn't extend to the CEO or Board members.

You could probably sue the CEO for his decisions.

convid21

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

If that is the case, then that is good news and should be pursued.
rejectnumbskull

"

"

1 1 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Dr. Fauci was promoted for withholding HIV meds for two years, in order to replicate the original research so he could take
credit for their discovery. --Judy Mikovitz. And then he was promoted? I guess no one cared then, because it was mostly
gay men he was mass murdering. Oh, and Hydroxychloroquine + Zinc DOES prevent death by suffocation from Covid-19,
based on worldwide research and clinical observations. Fauci denied the efficacy of HCQ + Zine. He is a criminal. Who is not
prosecuting him, who should be? The FBI that falsifies evidence for their FISA court to target Americans???

TryingSomethingNew

"

"
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4 Reply!

17 hours ago

 WTH ZH? The biggest story out there is the military build up in Washington DC. 
Rusty Shorts

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

I can remember when they advised the elderly NOT to take any vaccine.
Lyman54

"

"

3 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Vaccines are useless to the elderly if their immune systems are so weak that they cannot build the necessary antibodies to
fight infectious diseases off.

And they never advise us to take multivitamins or minerals neither. That's because multivitamins and minerals keep us
healthy, and we would not need a doctor. Vitamins and minerals cut into their profits. If people aren't kept sick, then they
don't make money. The sicker they keep us, the more they can keep us coming back, and the more money they can make.

What are we hearing over and over and over since this pandemic was released? Put all of our hopes in a vaccine. Vaccine!
Vaccine! Vaccine! No one mentions strengthening our immune system to fight this coronavirus, and all other infectious
diseases off. Have you noticed? They don't want us to know this cheap, and effective little secret.

 

mailll

"

"

4 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

All part of the plan...kill off the elderly. 

My parents are in their 80’s and I told them from day one, don’t get the “vaccine”. 

CheapSnowflake

"

"

4 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

As Children’s Health Defense Chairman Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. wrote on Dec. 18, 2020 to the co-chair of the new COVID-19
Advisory Board, VAERS has been an abject failure, with fewer than 1% of adverse events ever reported, according to a 2010
federal study.

Given the abysmal track record of VAERS in capturing serious adverse events, it is noteworthy that 13 deaths — a subset of
3,916 total adverse events reported following COVID-19 vaccination — had already been recorded by the system by the 
December (as per the MedAlerts search engine).

Mount Massive

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

Whatever you do, don't listen to the idiots at CNN!

https://i.postimg.cc/nrTSd45W/jake-tapper-idiot.jpg

Templar X

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

How can we be so collectively stupid?! 
Bank_sters

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

You haven't seen Idiocracy.

Beam me uP! 

James TraffiCan't

"

"

19 hours agoMontyPython

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-david-kessler-covid-vaccine-vaers/
https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-19-vaccine-news
https://medalerts.org/
https://i.postimg.cc/nrTSd45W/jake-tapper-idiot.jpg
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4 Reply!

19 hours ago

Stop the EXTERMINATION.
MontyPython

"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago

Exactly. The Branch Covidians are murderous thugs.
DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

"For those who have a very short remaining life span anyway, the benefit of the vaccine may be marginal or irrelevant."

Yet we are shutting down entire economies to protect a hand full of these high risk individuals..

ILikeMeat

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

Dem Party - CCP Party.  Take the Wuhan Chinese bat shot or become a domestic terrorist. 
kc_kilo

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

They're NAZIs.
DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

For sure. Dem One Party State Rule is here. And they will never give up power again peacefully. 
kc_kilo

"

"

4 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Anyone with a functioning brain cell knew this before the Covid 19 vax roll-out. MRNA vaccines were definitively proved to be
dangerous in SARS Covid 1, as animal studies showed that the vax would cause a massive immune over-reaction, especiallly
after the animal research subject was exposed to Wild sars Covid 1 (precursor to Covid 19 aka sars Covid 2).  Fauci allowed
Pfizer and Moderna to bypass animal testing. Wonder why?
 

So, got a family, parents, thinking of taking this vax?  Think again. Or suffer the consequences of your ignorance. 

Befits

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

How anybody could down vote your excellent post is mind boggling. 

 

Aubiekong

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

They should go to the head of the line.
Revolution_starts_now

"

"

4 1 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

Maybe they should sue them, oh that's right they have immunity and you don't.
Revolution_starts_now

"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

is that you Karen?
Revolution_starts_now

"

"

19 hours ago (Edited)

We can still sue employees and officer's of the corporation along with those administering and requiring the vaccines 
Sick
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Reply!"

"

4 1 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

if dead with vax

  then say pre-existing conditions 

 

if dead with pre-existing conditions  

  then say covid

dark pools of soros

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

You should work for google! 
NIRP-BTFD

"

"

4 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Stop calling it a vaccine. Its a gene therapy. Its merely a medication.
NIRP-BTFD

"

"

1 Reply!

19 hours ago

So does that void their liable immunity?
murpheus

"

"
4 Reply!

20 hours ago

If being vaccinated causes the elderly, the frail, and those with underlying conditions like dementia to be most at risk, why was
Biden allowed to receive the second dose?

Repeat43

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

Biden did not take the first dose.  Only sterile water was injected.  He knows better than to take this vaccine of death...
Aubiekong

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

Because Biden  took neither the first or second dose of the Covid 19 vax.  A lie, put on TV for dumb-asses who would
actually believe Biden was being vaccinated with Covid 19 vax. 

Befits

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

The introduction of artificial immune system stress in elderly persons, for the express purpose of inducing a “strong immune
response,” seemed like a good idea? To who? Your “experts” are not advocating for public health any longer, they are exploiting
it. 

Canoe Driver

"

"

4 Reply!

PREMIUM 20 hours ago

It's not even a vaccine. It doesn't grant immunity or stop transmission of the virus. At best it's a pretreatment.

FakeScience

"

"

20 hours ago

It's a head fake. Even if you've had the jab, you still have to wear a mask.

If you travel to another country, you still have to quarantine.

No upside, total downside. 

zerodrudge.com
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1 Reply!

This from another ZH comment thread: 

I don't wish this example on anyone. FB will take it down eventually as this gets noticed

https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.hayes.376/posts/10223199165064111

A young lady in UK

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2749373985391622&id=100009571428119

Another found on FB

https://www.facebook.com/paula.whitehouse.10/posts/10159318065364767

A lady from Indiana

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3QxLJVaCZ4Gk/

33 year old doctor

https://www.bitchute.com/video/L4WXwO8bQe8z/

NY nursing home

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/24-dead-in-ny-nursing-home-days-after-getting-the-
jab_PzZF6VfsYKu7E3o.html

A lady in Israel

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/294861

Some in Iceland (use TRANSLATE)

https://www.mbl.is/frettir/innlent/2021/01/04/thrir_nu_latist_eftir_bolusetningu_her_a_landi/

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

What do people think will happen when an experimental mRNA drug, the type of which has caused many severe reactions in the
past, is injected into the most vulnerable of humans? 

MrBoompi

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours agozerodrudge.com

Do you expect me to recover, Dr Goldenfinger?

No Mr Bond, I expect you to die!

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Spiderpig-people, or something. Maybe 'I am Legend'
Andro1345

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

These vaccines use HIV spike proteins!!

Let that sink in...

Xi the Pooh

"

"

4 Reply

20 hours ago

Ivermectin, which can be easily obtained in the USA and throughout the world, is literally turning out to be a game changer
against Covid, according to the Medical Doctors group at FLCCC.org

JosephJohnson

"

"

https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.hayes.376/posts/10223199165064111
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2749373985391622&id=100009571428119
https://www.facebook.com/paula.whitehouse.10/posts/10159318065364767
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3QxLJVaCZ4Gk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/L4WXwO8bQe8z/
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/24-dead-in-ny-nursing-home-days-after-getting-the-jab_PzZF6VfsYKu7E3o.html
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/294861
https://www.mbl.is/frettir/innlent/2021/01/04/thrir_nu_latist_eftir_bolusetningu_her_a_landi/
http://flccc.org/
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4 Reply!"

"

Reply!

20 hours ago

Yep. And nobody talks about it. It would almost certainly be completely safe as an alternative to these vaccines but hey...
Generic. Nobody cares.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

They're relying on soylent green to fill up the empty supermarket shelves. The vaccine is the fist step in the manufacturing
process. 

George Bayou

"

"

4 1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

Not sure how many ZH readers here are UFC enthusiasts.

Has anyone ever noticed how Dana White NEVER wore a mask?

EVER

You have supposedly the most bad ass and toughest humans on the planet all wearing their masks.

Yet Dana - no mask.

All while shaking hands with every figherter in the face offs.

THE BOSS!

A F'n Aye - True American.

freedommusic

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

He also made a great video you can look up telling people to F off because they wanted him to shut down and he didn’t!
Hussflier

"

"

4 Reply!

PREMIUM 22 hours ago (Edited)

This will never ever see the light of day on any media aside from here.

Fake news, of course.

Kill em all is the name of the game

orangedrinkandchips

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

And all of the deaths caused by the vaxx will be from Covid-1984. And those that deserve neither liberty or safety will be
scared out of their minds and will destroy more of our freedoms in their vain hope that their Big Brother will protect them.

man-wise

"

"

4 Reply!

22 hours ago

So it is not snake oil. Probably snake venom.
Is-Be

"

"

4 1 Reply!

23 hours ago (Edited)

Israel has vaccinated 25% of the population.

The result:

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/

Israel now has the highest "cases per million" on the planet 

opaopaopa

"

"

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/
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4 1 Reply"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

23 died from the COVID vaccine? How many have died from COVID in Norway? 24?

 

john_blackthorn

"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

If people who get covid die by cytokine storm from immune overreaction, wouldn't the vaccine provoke a similar response?
Nona Yobiznes

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Too much like common sense.
seryanhoj

"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

I wonder how many of these people have natural immunity already? That’s what they should be testing for before risking
vaccinations.

wick7

"

"

5 Reply!

23 hours ago

The human immune system has been canceled. 
A Lunatic

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Yep, it no longer exists.
wick7

"

"

4 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

You mean people on their deathbed are not getting much of a benefit from the COVID vaccine?  Would they get any benefit from
having immunity to COVID through a vaccine or otherwise anyhow?

This "pandemic" is just a real, real bad flu that, of course, is going to thin the herd with those on their deathbed getting their lives
cut short by 3 months, most of which would have been pretty miserable anyhow.

godiva chocolate

"

"

4 Reply!

23 hours ago

It’s honestly not that bad of a flu; the faulty statistics have misled people into thinking that it’s far worse than what it actually
is. Bad testing and misreporting is rampant. 

Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

Reply!

23 hours ago

You hateful animal.
Adam

"

"

4 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

Well that's one way to stop people getting the virus.

If you're dumb enough to get this "shot" (when even medical professionals won't touch it) then you need your head examined. 
A virus is not your big problem.

These deaths will be called as COVID, but it's malpractice really.

NoBigDeal

"

"

23 hours agoGeorge Bayou
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I'm surprised they didn't blame the deaths on Covid. 

That's what they usually do. 

"

"

5 Reply!

23 hours ago

Death due to old age is no longer a thing. We were all immortals until Covid came along
Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

 The reaction has been hysterical. Society is hysterical. Check the music, movies and 24 hour news. ...extreme violence
and hysteria

seryanhoj

"

"

4 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

You sheep can take mine.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

4 1 Reply!

PREMIUM 23 hours ago

Science is real.

johnball

"

"

3 Reply!

3 hours ago

https://www.globalresearch.ca/mrna-covid-vaccine-not-vaccine/5734464
KnightsofNee

"

"

4 hours agoFireman

                                           THE OUCHWITZ REPORT

UPDATED DAILY

13 Israelis suffer FACIAL PARALYSIS after taking Pfizer Covid jab, amid influx of reports detailing
adverse effects

https://www.rt.com/news/512736-israel-facial-paralysis-13-covid-vaccine/

‘We see nothing alarming,’ says Norwegian drugs regulator, after 13 deaths linked to Pfizer
vaccine jabs

https://www.rt.com/news/512586-norway-vaccine-elderly-deaths/

Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Claims Yet Another Victim.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyBOLgVoD7ik/

Facebook Deleted This Video from Her Page - COVID-19 Vaccine Claims Yet Another Victim

https://www.bitchute.com/video/sOzyADCWv9E0/

Australian scientists urge pause on deployment of AstraZeneca vaccine over efficacy concerns,
suggest Pfizer or Moderna instead

https://www.rt.com/news/512442-australia-scientists-astrazeneca-covid-vaccine/

Russia prohibits clinics from offering Covid-19 Pfizer vaccine after foreign-owned company found
selling injections near Moscow

https://www.rt.com/russia/512540-pfizer-covid19-vaccine-ban/

Professor Dolores Cahill: Why People Will Start DYING A Few Months After The First mRNA Vaccination

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn8/

https://www.globalresearch.ca/mrna-covid-vaccine-not-vaccine/5734464
https://www.rt.com/news/512736-israel-facial-paralysis-13-covid-vaccine/
https://www.rt.com/news/512586-norway-vaccine-elderly-deaths/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyBOLgVoD7ik/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/sOzyADCWv9E0/
https://www.rt.com/news/512442-australia-scientists-astrazeneca-covid-vaccine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/512540-pfizer-covid19-vaccine-ban/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn8/
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https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-
few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/

But here in the short-term (2 weeks) 24 deaths among 193 vaccinated residents = 12.4% mortality rate
or a 124-fold increase in mortality over and above the COVID-19 death rate for the population at large is
reported.

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/just-what-we-all-feared/

24 Dead and 137 Infected at NY Nursing Home After Experimental COVID Injections

http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-
zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/

https://alethonews.com/2021/01/10/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-after-
experimental-covid-injections/

CNN: ‘Don’t Be Alarmed’ if People Start Dying After Taking the Vaccine

https://alethonews.com/2020/12/08/cnn-dont-be-alarmed-if-people-start-dying-after-taking-the-
vaccine/

BITCHUTE Another Vaccine Victim

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uwtDz1WBtgVd/

CDC launches probe after ‘very healthy’ Miami doctor dies 2 weeks after taking Pfizer’s Covid-19
jab

A middle-aged doctor from Florida has passed away two weeks after receiving his first dose of Pfizer’s
coronavirus vaccine, succumbing to a rare blood disorder. The CDC and local officials have opened a
probe into his death.

Dr. Gregory Michael – a 56-year-old obstetrician-gynecologist who ran his own practice at Miami Beach’s
Mount Sinai Medical Center for more than a decade – died late last week, 16 days after taking the vaccine
developed jointly by Pfizer and BioNTech.

Wife of ‘perfectly healthy’ Miami doctor, 56, who died of a blood disorder 16 days after getting
Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine is certain it was triggered by the jab, as drug giant investigates first death
with a suspected link to shot

https://davidicke.com/2021/01/09/exclusive-wife-of-perfectly-healthy-miami-doctor-56-who-died-
of-a-blood-disorder-16-days-after-getting-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-is-certain-it-was-triggered-by-
the-jab-as-drug-giant-investigates/

Investigation launched as 2 people die in Norway nursing home days after receiving Pfizer’s Covid-
19 vaccine

Killing granny to.... ahem....$ave.... granny

https://www.rt.com/news/511623-norway-covid19-vaccine-deaths/

"

"

4 hours ago

....ah yes Kill Bill gates of hell...the Eugenicist agenda behind his death jab.

https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/fertility-covid-vaccine/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uqu5rR8JK5YV/

Family calls for more research after young doctor left paralyzed in wake of taking Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine in Mexico

https://www.rt.com/news/511592-doctor-paralyzed-covid-vaccine-mexico/

Rate Of Adverse Reactions To COVID Vaccines Already 50x Higher Than Flu Shot

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-already-50x-higher-flu-shot

Fireman

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/no_author/just-what-we-all-feared/
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/peace-and-prosperity/2021/january/10/a-nursing-home-had-zero-coronavirus-deaths-then-it-vaccinates-residents-for-coronavirus-and-the-deaths-begin/
https://alethonews.com/2021/01/10/24-dead-and-137-infected-at-ny-nursing-home-after-experimental-covid-injections/
https://alethonews.com/2020/12/08/cnn-dont-be-alarmed-if-people-start-dying-after-taking-the-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uwtDz1WBtgVd/
https://davidicke.com/2021/01/09/exclusive-wife-of-perfectly-healthy-miami-doctor-56-who-died-of-a-blood-disorder-16-days-after-getting-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-is-certain-it-was-triggered-by-the-jab-as-drug-giant-investigates/
https://www.rt.com/news/511623-norway-covid19-vaccine-deaths/
https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/fertility-covid-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uqu5rR8JK5YV/
https://www.rt.com/news/511592-doctor-paralyzed-covid-vaccine-mexico/
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-already-50x-higher-flu-shot
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Health authorities on alert after nurse DIES following vaccination with Pfizer’s Covid-19 shot in Portugal Portuguese
health worker, 41, dies two days after getting Pfizer jab https://mol.im/a/9111311 #vaccine #vaccinations #COVID19

Azevedo was so proud to be among the first to receive the vaccine, she changed her Facebook profile picture to reflect that.
“Covid-19 vaccinated,” she wrote under a selfie with her face mask on.

https://www.rt.com/news/511524-portuguese-nurse-dies-pfizer-vaccine/

Dr. Vernon Coleman blows the whistle as the poisoned sheeple start to croak.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/XHA86f4VMf3V/

The CDC calls the adverse vaxx side effects "Health Impact Events" aka Newspeak for poisoned and dying.

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/slides-12-19/05-COVID-CLARK.pdf

"Health Impact Event" (sic) is explained as:

unable to perform normal daily activities
unable to work
required care from doctor or health care professional

2.79% of those injected with disease suffered bad side effects. (3,150 out of 112,807).

Alabama vaxxed nurse, Tiffany Dover Pontes dead at 30. Prove me wrong if she isn't!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/

Swiss "patient" now murdered by vaxx

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/swiss-patient-dies-shortly-after-receiving-pfizer-covid-vaccine

Hundreds of Israelis get infected with Covid-19 after receiving Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine

Since vaccinations kicked off on December 20, at least four people in Israel died shortly after getting the jab, Kan public
broadcaster reported.

Ze all new final...final $olution.

https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/

 Stored at -70C, the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine cannot be frozen again once thawed, meaning it has to be transported
and stored under extremely cold conditions. And the issue seems to be affecting not just Germany.

https://www.rt.com/news/511149-berlin-pfizer-covid-vaccine-delivery/

Suspicious events

However it seems Albert Bourla, the CEO of Pfizer, doesn’t share the confidence of his own claims. On the day his
company issued its press release on the proposed vaccine trials, he sold 62% of his stock in Pfizer, making millions profit in
the deal. He made the sell order in a special option in August so it would not appear as “insider selling”, however he
also timed it just after the US elections and the mainstream media illegitimately declared Joe Biden President-elect. It seems
from appearances that Bourla had a pretty clear conflict of interest in the timing of his press release on the same day

Bourla lied and denied to the Press that his company had received any funds from the Trump Administration to develop the
vaccine when it came out they contracted in summer to deliver 100 million doses to the US Government. Further adding to
the suspect actions of Pfizer was the fact the company first informed the team of Joe biden rather than the relevant US
government agencies.

But this is far from the only thing alarming about the much-hyped Pfizer announcement.

Softball Pfizer Vaccine Rollout Interview Goes Horribly Wrong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMAZJtOdYNI&ab_channel=BestEvidence

http://pistolero.aracari.swift-mail.com/Misc/CorpResearchProj-Pfizer-rap-sheet.png

The German Partner

Pfizer, famous for its Viagra and other drugs, has partnered with a small Mainz, Germany company, BioNTech, which has
developed the radical mRNA technique used to produce the new corona vaccine. BioNTech was only founded in 2008.
BioNTech signed an agreement with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in September, 2019, just before announcement in

https://t.co/EamYpXVQpu?amp=1
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vaccine?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vaccinations?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hashtag_click
https://www.rt.com/news/511524-portuguese-nurse-dies-pfizer-vaccine/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XHA86f4VMf3V/
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2020-12/slides-12-19/05-COVID-CLARK.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4mdIxUsjXjEb/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/swiss-patient-dies-shortly-after-receiving-pfizer-covid-vaccine
https://www.rt.com/news/511332-israel-vaccination-coronavirus-pfizer/
https://www.rt.com/news/511149-berlin-pfizer-covid-vaccine-delivery/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/pfizer-ceo-sold-stock-day-covid-19-vaccine-results-unveiled-2020-11-1029790705
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMAZJtOdYNI&ab_channel=BestEvidence
http://pistolero.aracari.swift-mail.com/Misc/CorpResearchProj-Pfizer-rap-sheet.png
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BioNTech signed an agreement with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in September, 2019, just before announcement in
Wuhan China of the Novel Coronavirus and just before BioNTech made its stock market debut. The agreement involved
cooperation on developing new mRNA techniques to treat cancer and HIV. Curiously that press release, “The Gates
Foundation sees BioNTech potential to ‘dramatically reduce global HIV and tuberculosis’” 05. September 2019, has now
been deleted.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/what-not-said-pfizer-coronavirus-vaccine/5729461
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"

3 Reply!

5 hours ago

Bill Gates and Anthony Fauci can vaccinate each other in the a*se! 
Pi Bolar

"

"

3 Reply!

5 hours ago

Fauchee got the vaccine on his left arm but during TV interview he pointed to his right arm saying 'it was soar" which means
he didn't get the vaccine and that is why he is still alive.

mrjinx007
"

"

4 Reply!

4 hours ago

Years ago when I served in the Medical Corps we had to deal with all the loafers, sickies and slackers in the sick bay who
came in with all sorts of ailments (excuses) why they could not participate in physical combat training. 

We used to inject them with sterile water and send them on their way. 

I bet that’s what these guys like Fauci are getting in their public vaccination show - sterile water. 

Pi Bolar

"

"
3 Reply!

5 hours ago

The Great Culling of 2020-2021 continues. Nothing personal, just required cost cutting.
Lanka

"

"

3 Reply!

6 hours ago

33,000....not 32 or 34....

 

Always in plain sight

 

Order out of chaos

Xandrino

"

"

3 Reply!

8 hours ago

Why would anyone with half of a brain listen to these people in charge?
Al Capone

"

"

1 Reply!

2 hours ago

because they do not even own halve a brain.
ChanceEffect

"

"

3 1 Reply!

8 hours ago

Politicians follow the junk science. We're all doomed.
CondZero

"

"

8 hours ago

One of the lessons learned over the past 12 months is that - whereas I used to believe that
scientists and epidemiologists and virologists and many more highly qualified medical "experts"

smacker

https://www.globalresearch.ca/what-not-said-pfizer-coronavirus-vaccine/5729461
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scientists and epidemiologists and virologists and many more highly qualified medical "experts"
all acted in the public interest and were dedicated to doing R&D on new medicines etc etc --
their ranks now appear to be stuffed full of Leftists with entirely different agendas and most of
them produce junk science to fit those agendas. Prof Neil Ferguson Imperial College London
is one classic example of an "expert" with agendas whose opinions cannot be trusted.
Fauci is another.

If we cannot trust the "experts" and medics, who TF can we trust?

 

"

"

2 Reply!

6 hours ago

Yourself.
YouJustCouldnt

"

"

1 Reply!

5 hours ago

Not the one on the Big TV Screen.

The real ones are rarely invited or can only be found on the Net if you are lucky to know where to look.

LA_Goldbug

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

Many of the "public health experts" must know that this virus was circulating around the world in November and
December of 2019. They have covered up this knowledge (with an assist from our "watchdog" media).

As you ask, how can one really trust these people?

Give Me Some Truth

"

"

3 Reply!

9 hours ago

CRISPR gene-drive enzymes will eat you up from the inside....
RattieNomNom

"

"

3 Reply!

10 hours ago (Edited)

Chairman: You told me it would kill ALL of them! WTF happened?

VP: Its just a glitch!

https://youtu.be/mrXfh4hENKs?t=31

 

 

slackrabbit

"

"

3 Reply!

13 hours ago

 

You think?

If the elderly don't need it cause they're going to die anyhow, and the rest don't die from it, why, again, do we need a vaccine? 

 

 

Occasional

"

"

13 hours ago

People really complain too easily. How bad is dying if you gain immunity for covid? It's a small price to pay. We're talking about
covid here... The CO-VID!!!

Alan Cruiser

https://youtu.be/mrXfh4hENKs?t=31
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14 hours ago

Germany to Put COVID Rulebreakers in ‘Detention Camp’

Germany is set to put COVID dissidents who repeatedly fail to properly follow the rules in what is being described as a ‘detention
camp’ located in Dresden.

Yes really.

https://www.rt.com/news/512644-geramany-covid-prison-bild/

Corn Popp
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"

3 Reply!

15 hours ago

Take this jab and shove it.
superstaple

"

"

3 Reply!

15 hours ago

If there aren't a collective enough amount of dudes who pick up their nuts and stand up to this horses***, and we have forced
vaccines if you want to maintain basic human rights.... how do veterans feel about a guy who's been more red-pilled than any of
them since childhood but never joined because they realized from an early age 9/11 was probably an inside job and either way
wars of imperialism to make walls street tools slightly richer weren't worth it? If it comes to it I hope vets understand they are
gonna have to train non-vet patriots.... 

bgundr

"

"

3 Reply!

15 hours ago

No article on this Tyler?

Bill Gates becomes top US farmland owner | Fox Business

reTARD

"

"

2 Reply!

15 hours ago

“Control oil and you control nations; control food and you control the people.”

- Henry Kissinger

Just an FYI: Food is also used as part of the depopulation agenda (whether reduced life span, sterilization or hormone
disruptors to confuse people biologically).

reTARD

"

"

2 Reply!

15 hours ago

i am sure he is doing this for philanthropic reasons

 

LOLOLOL

condotdo

"

"

3 3 Reply!

15 hours ago (Edited)

Writer of the article exhibits jaded opinions concluding that China is the source of the virus without direct proof.

Point of this article is just about paying attention to the recent side effects of an untested drug that was fast tracked in order to
help trump win presidency which it didn't.

Requring a fancy new membership fee, but still churning out the same type of shit pieces of writing. Zerohedge is going down the
drain.

Genesisx38

"

"

15 hours agospongiformist

https://www.rt.com/news/512644-geramany-covid-prison-bild/
https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/bill-melinda-gates-top-us-farmland-owners-us
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There is no dispute that the virus originated in its manifestation in China. The question, then, is how?
spongiformist

"

"

1 Reply!

15 hours ago

Precisely...
Knight4

"

"

4 1 Reply!

15 hours ago

virus' cannot exist outside of the body,  show ANY PEER REVIEWED PROOF OF THIS YOU FRAUD

and btw i live in china NOBODY IS WEARING MASKS ANYMORE

condotdo

"

"

1 1 Reply!

15 hours ago

The US loves to project it's behavior into other countries 

And the sheep eat it up. 

CatInTheHat
"

"

5 2 Reply!

15 hours ago

The US MILITARY VIA US BIOWEAPONS LAB IN FORT DETRIK THAT THE DofD asked to have reopened 2 weeks before
the military games in Wuhan China 

That's how. 

And 2 weeks after Bill Gates and the WEF EVENT 201 pandemic simulation. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

1 1 Reply!

15 hours ago

eye roll
condotdo

"

"

1 Reply!

15 hours ago

ask gill bates /dr Faust who $pon$ored the Wuhan Lab..
erlee

"

"

3 Reply!

16 hours ago

"Medicines".  Well, Vitamin C is specific curative medicine for scurvy, although some OxyContin or such will relieve the pain,
muscle relaxants will ease the cramping and coagulants will stop the bleeding.  (Too bad those teeth can't be saved...)

Fact:  A zinc+quinine supplement atop the VitC and general full-spectrum multi-supplement has kept near-70-y/o Yours Truly
healthy and symptom-free for the past year.  A couple neighbors, same way more/less.  Same healthy happy outcome!

Conclusion:  Let thy food be thy medicine, and medicine be thy food.  Nutrients.  Not pharma.  DAMN SURE not any
InstaVaxx.  And that is all.  0{:-|o[

 

The Old Walking Turtle

 
Of course, one cannot help but note the irony of scientists from the source of the plague that has killed
millions around the world and destroyed lives/economies almost everywhere, is now calling for the
cessation of the [commercial vaccination] process to protect against the plague.

The Chinese health experts instead say that the most elderly and frail should be recommended to
take medicines to improve their immune system.

"

"

16 hours agoaloha-snackbar
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i better rush out and get that vacs before they cancel it... i always miss the boat...
aloha-snackbar
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"

3 Reply!

17 hours ago

Some people are eying up inheritances..
Bannedeverywhere

"

"

1 1 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

Why not? Especially for the young, they're losing their childhood while their parents already had theirs and spend their
money in the past and present while indebting them in their future. I wouldn't blame them.

reTARD

"

"

3 1 Reply!

17 hours ago

The elderly are carriers of true historicity. Historicity invalidates all false jou-based 'history'. Therefore, the elderly must be
eliminated. Any questions?

Rabbi Blitzstien
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"

3 Reply!

17 hours ago

FOAD, Nazi.
Linguo

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago

Hadn't thought of that but it's entirely possible since its the tribe responsible for this Zioflu and Ziovax
CatInTheHat

"

"
3 Reply!

17 hours ago

listening to china about how to use vaccines is about the same as listening to Pelosi talk about trump
alurker

"

"

3 Reply!

18 hours ago

To all the democrats that think it's perfectly fine to destroy the income of many millions of people, destroy their private
businesses where they may have lost hundreds of thousands of dollars or more because of the Dem shutdown mandates, destroy
the education of their children and to destroy their right to worship and congregate as they choose all for the political exploitation
of a virus that has an extremely small fatality rate and is no existential threat to mankind in any way except for the already
mentioned political atrocities committed in the name of "covid"...here's an option, how about arming everyone of those whose
lives have been devastated by you democrats strong advocation and support of atrocities and also give those aggrieved the
names and addresses of every Dem that voted for it, supported it, gave loud justifications for it, screamed "SCIENCE...!", made
any excuse for it in any way...but especially voted for the tyrants that enacted the "covid" atrocities...how about that Dem
voters...you game?

charlie_don't_surf

"

"

3 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Not only will sites be "delisted for "steal the election" comments  but very soon any articles about resisting the vaccine will also
result in site shut downs.

Welcome to the "New Normal". You have been transported transported back to 1933 Germany. Thanks Mr. Peabody! Goebbels is
smiling in his grave.

booogyman

"

"

18 hours ago (Edited)

I read that 14 deaths happened in Norway after the Pfizer vaccine, of course Western governments are not really covering the
story so far, gotta push the narrative that Western vaccines are impeccable

Five_Black_Eyes_Intel_Agency
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3 Reply!

Muh narrative trumps facts in the age of disinfo

"

"

3 Reply!

18 hours ago

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

STUDY: COVID-19 Vaccines Increases Risk Of More Severe Diseases That People Should Be Made Aware Of

 

https://greatgameindia.com/covid-19-vaccines-risk-diseases/

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Ya think?
awake human

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

Deaths among the elderly were part of the plan.

 

dogbert8

"

"
3 Reply!

19 hours ago

Heads up, people.

DOJ releases Flynn interviews with Mueller team

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/doj-releases-flynn-interviews-with-mueller-team/ar-BB1cNpnt

Actual files [PDF]:

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/20457322/leopold-fbi-foia-mueller-probe-michale-flynn-302.pdf

Wayne

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

If Trump says to keep going, then state media will definitely halt it right now!
rkoen

"

"

3 4 Reply!

19 hours ago

In Nixon and the rich and the GOP hadn't befriended China, this all wouldn't be happening. And we would still have our jobs!
Without the 30 trillion dollar debt! Thank Raygun also for legalizing 5 million illegals and giving the rich tax breaks to move to
China! Now the low iqs support the gop and blame the left! The left has not ever wanted overpopulation or fertile religious
immigration! Dumb, dumb and dumber!

zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

BS!

The welfare state the leftist libtyrds created has allowed the 2 digit IQ black n brown morons to procreate like never before
luckily they tend to kill each other at a healthy rate! 

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

1 4 Reply!

19 hours ago

The religious oppose facts of life or sex education and forced sterilization being made mandatory. Mostly the gop ones.
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

19 hours ago

Sanger founded Planned Parenthood to reduce the brown and black populations
Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

https://greatgameindia.com/covid-19-vaccines-risk-diseases/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/doj-releases-flynn-interviews-with-mueller-team/ar-BB1cNpnt
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/20457322/leopold-fbi-foia-mueller-probe-michale-flynn-302.pdf
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3 Reply!

Sanger founded Planned Parenthood to reduce the brown and black populations
I’m opening clinics specifically catering to this demographic and actually paying them to come in!

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

And the GATES family took on the eugenicist planned Parenthood and are the authors of this Rona fraud

See Event 201

CatInTheHat

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

Very thin tier of intellectuals on the left and 99% of the other they control are the dumbest humans on earth!

Sheep are smarter than libtards

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

And yet they are twice as smart as Trumptards.
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago

It’s too bad you failed mathematics!

Liberals are collective leeches they have to have conservative producers to survive because without us you would not
even be able to live in your mommy’s basement!

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

0

you couldn’t wipe your but without a conservative

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

I haven't met a conservative yet I couldn't outhink and out work.
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

17 hours ago

That’s because you hadn’t been around any! I’d bet a million I could out work and out think you!
Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

2 Reply!

19 hours ago

Yet, you support the left who want open borders, so hordes of uneducated, low-skill super-breeders can pour into
the US, with the taxpayers footing the bill.

zeropopulationgrowth my ass.  

Blankenstein

"

"

Reply!

19 hours ago

0 

just reads that sheet IT has in front of IT. 
IT Does what it’s told to

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Sounds like a GATES trope doesn't it? 
CatInTheHat

"

"
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Reply"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

I want poor people fixed until they have a career and are over age 27.
zeropopulationgrowth

"

"

1

18 hours ago

there is no reversal you dumb ass

The 3rd Dimentia

I want poor people fixed until

"

"

1

17 hours ago (Edited)

Zh

in this day & age most people are poor because they choose to be or they’re stupid. If you believe in science and
you believe in DNA and the nuts don’t fall too far from the trees!

However if we could get your Cultural Marxist Oligarchs to completely funded it I’dI be all for it.

could also just tax The hell out of the  liberals and see if they put their money where their mouth is.

I got a better solution for the poor let’s just neuter & Spray them! Give him big 40s, big screen TV and freeways
and extensions anSpray them! Give him big 40s, big screen TV and free weaves and extensions for a year!

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

2 Reply!

19 hours ago

The immigration issues all started much earlier with the Democrats and this is from a negative population growth group no
less.  

" Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy cautiously stepped out on the issue in the 1950s, sensing that a liberalization
stance would gather vital ethnic voting blocs for his long-planned run for the presidency. His work on a refugee bill
caught the attention of officials of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, who convinced Kennedy to become an
author of a pamphlet on immigration, with the help of an ADL supplied historian, Arthur Mann, and Kennedy’s staff."

"The ADL, part of a Jewish coalition whose agenda included opening wider the American gates so that increasing U.S.
ethnic heterogeneity would reduce the chances of a populist mass movement embracing anti-semitism, had made a
golden alliance"

https://npg.org/library/forum-series/a-vast-social-experiment-the-immigration-act-of-1965.html

Blankenstein

"

"

2 Reply!

19 hours ago

"With adoption of the Hart-Celler Immigration Act of 1965, legal immigration began a striking rise from both Latin America
and Asia. In the decade of the 1970s, Europe and Canada sent 20% of legal immigrants, Latin America and Asia 77%."

Blankenstein

"

"

4 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

Intentionally planned to reduce the white populations of North America! The said it wouldn’t change the demographics
but they knew otherwise and now to mention that they call you a racist well by God then I’m a fooking racist!

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

What are the long term effects of these dangerous and poisonous so-called COVID-19 vaccines?
Templar X

"

"

19 hours ago

No one knows, mRNA-based vaccine has never be used on the general public until now.
People_are_Sheep

https://npg.org/library/forum-series/a-vast-social-experiment-the-immigration-act-of-1965.html
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5 Reply!"

"

5 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

YES, they DO KNOW.

This vaccine has been tried before in animal testing and one clinical trial where 2 children were killed. 

The ferrets in the test were vaccinated against a Corona virus. All showed robust immune response BUT when exposed to
a wild virus, they all went into a CYTOKINE STORM. This is when the immune system attacks itself causing organ
damage and rapid death. Every one of them died. It's also referred to as anti body immune enhancement when
challenged with a wild virus 

Then they tried it in a clinical trial with 35 children. Same thing happened and 2 children DIED. That was when the vax was
SCRAPPED. 

With these vaccines ANIMAL TESTING WAS SKIPPED. Gee.... I wonder why. And the vax companies are IMMUNE from
prosecution for death or injury from their vaccines. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

A genocidal weapon is going to... genocide. 
DennisR

"

"

2 Reply!

19 hours ago

A bioweapon 
CatInTheHat

"

"

3 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Angel of Death

&&

''

((

) *) *

B-Bond

"

"

3 Reply!

19 hours ago

Did Tiffany Dover ever re-appear on the scene? Last I read she was still MIA which is rather curious.
WholeSquadGotTheJuice

"

"

3 2 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

The elite should be charged with Murder.  The NIH cleared Ivermectin for treatment of Covid just this week.  It has been know to
be an effective treatment since at least march 2020. It also is a very cheap and safe drug with at least a thirty year history. The
simple fact is they did not want the plandemic to end before Trump was removed from office.  They wanted dead bodies...

Aubiekong

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

Rapidly moving towards the Logan's Run reality they so want. That is why the children aren't being targeted. Once the over 30's
are mostly out of the way, they can organ harvest, Adrenochrome harvest and pedo the children at will.. One day you might go to
pick up your child from school & be denied...

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

I'm going to go ahead and let my immune system kick COVID in the fawkin' nads. I don't need help.
DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

Where is "Fart"?
Mount Massive

"

"

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/angel-of-death
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2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Maybe it's windy
rocknrollinhoneybadger

"

"

3 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

"virologist from Wuhan University"  I literally busted out laughing. The propaganda is amazing.
CovidFloozy

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

So Norway suspended it's use...USA nah.
dude675

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

I don't care how deadly this vaccine is.  The fact is that it was approved by the FDA and you will take it.  No exceptions.  Joe's
orders.

rock-ribbed

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

I call for these vaccines to be sent directly to Democrat-majority areas.  Leave "red" flyover states full of Trumptards to fend for
themselves.  We must save the best of our nation in CA, IL, NJ, NY, etc!  Line 'em up and give them that precious, life-saving jab!

#harriswarren2020

jnojr

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

Start with all the Democrats in Congress.
rocknrollinhoneybadger

"

"

3 Reply!

20 hours ago

pervert joe: "vaccination camps are here"

"Biden will send in FEMA, National Guard to accelerate COVID-19 vaccination rates"

https://nypost.com/2021/01/15/biden-will-send-fema-guard-to-up-covid-19-vaccination-rates/

 

 

opaopaopa

"

"

3 Reply!

21 hours ago (Edited)

I would advise extreme caution about going anywhere near hospitals if it can be helped.

I was informed that there's a hospital near where I live where patients who test "Covid-positive" (total BS) are dying at an alarming
rate and I strongly suspect foul play. Who knows what the hell they're doing to people.

Fluff The Cat

"

"

2 Reply!

21 hours ago (Edited)

.
Morphic

"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

TVC-15
consider me gone

"

"

20 hours agoshrimpythai

https://nypost.com/2021/01/15/biden-will-send-fema-guard-to-up-covid-19-vaccination-rates/
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1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Bowie - TVC15 - station to station tour - the only bowie concert I got to see - was a great concert - salvador dali movie
playing before the gig - did some shrooms - wow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8VskRnbWzk

shrimpythai

"

"

Reply!

13 hours ago (Edited)

must have been great. Shrooms and music are like cookies and milk
consider me gone

"

"

3 Reply!

21 hours ago

That's right, good pigs and piglets.

Line up for your dose of genetically altered microscopic alien machine particles that wreak havoc in your body and cause it to
shut down while destroying your body's immune and neurological systems.  

More and more of these stories will surface. When the cure is worse than the disease, it's never about your health. 

NurseRatchet
"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

Just give the vulnerable Ivermectin.  It is at a minimum 80% effective against Covid as proven by about two dozen studies
recently conducted and it is safer than aspirin.  However, it only costs about $.50 / pill so there is no money in it.

In any case, the NIH now is neither for or against its use.  When Trump was in office, the NIH was hostile towards it use.  Now that
the Dummy is going to be in office, the NIH is now neutral.  Coincidence...?

Omega Point

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

The EUA under which these vacs were started would have been illegal(laws haha) if ivermectin was NIH approved.

NIH will never recommend use. 

That yes/no is as close to the line as they can go.

 

karzai_luver

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

You sir are very informed.
Omega Point

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

I don't know about  that but I am old and a cynical bastard.

 NO matter how cynical you are you can't keep up.

Think that was a Lilly Tomlin crib or close.

 

 

karzai_luver

"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

They probably gave Joe B saline and vitamins.
Snarkie

"

"

22 hours ago

What?  How is that possible?  Didn't Harris get it too?  

Pence and Rubio got a shot too.  They're such good boys.   

Rest Easy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8VskRnbWzk
https://covid19criticalcare.com/
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Reply!"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

As I wrote a number of times the vaccine is a depopulation device. Gates said they would use vaccines and healthcare to help
depopulated the planet in his 2010 Ted Talk!    

pmc

"

"

1 7 Reply!

22 hours ago

Throughout history, vaccines have saved millions of lives. You are a prime Darwin Award candidate. Congrats!
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

You can have mine farts.  Enjoy.
Rest Easy

"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

It's not a choice cupcake. We both will get it
Fart Vandelay

"

"
Reply!

7 hours ago (Edited)

Pfizer CEO admits he is 'not certain' their COVID-19 shot will prevent vaccinated people from spreading the virus

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9018547/Pfizer-CEO-not-certain-covid-shot-prevents-transmission.html

If the CEO of Pfizer admitted he isn't sure it will stop the spread then what's the point of getting vaccinated for a virus that
99% of the people who get it get over it just fine. There's a ulterior motive behind all of this fair porn and big push to
vaccinate everyone.   

pmc

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Watch the British series Utopia, where the government creates a fake Russian virus.
Dzerzhhinsky

"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

I have also seen Star Wars but that has not come to reality either
Fart Vandelay

"

"

3 Reply!

22 hours ago

Since they have been lying about covid death stats for a year, its obvious that all elderly vaccine deaths will be tallied as "natural
causes".

 

Robespierre2020

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Hey, at least they are not dying of covid, am I right?
Southerly Buster

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Umm, no.  They're recorded as covid fatalities.

You really think there'll be a line for "vaccine fatalities"?

Socratic Dog

"

"

PREMIUM 23 hours agogspanner

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9018547/Pfizer-CEO-not-certain-covid-shot-prevents-transmission.html
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3 1 Reply!

Goodness me.

Some very elderly people have died shortly after vaccination. 

Some very elderly people have died because they are very elderly.

is there a link between being very elderly and dying do you think?

 

 

"

"

6 1 Reply!

23 hours ago

The only reason people die nowadays is due to covid. There is no other cause. 
George Bayou

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Reminder, all federal benefits will be tied to verification of vaccine.

Papers please. 

George Bayou

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Rushed ram shack vaccine backed by a software monopolist which needs to be injected very fast into billions of people.. sounds
legit.

gladitsover

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Far more than "inject disinfectant" and having ~400k Americans DEAD
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Useless dbag troll account...

Who was dumb enough to expose himself as having multiple accounts here.

Patmos

"

"

1 Reply!

23 hours ago

There Is No Alternative!
SomethingClever

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Trust us. We know what is best for you.
jim942

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

Step up, right this way, get the shot of death!

No thanks, I’ll pass.

OlderOldPhart

"

"

3 Reply!

23 hours ago

so the tell on the farce of this vaccine thingy and the vaccine passport idea is no one has said a word about the people who have
had covid needing to get a vaccine passport also or made provisions for a means to show you have had covid and, theoretically,
don't need a vaccine.

fnsnook

"

"
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1 Reply!

22 hours ago

Also, they are not talking about the fact that vaccine folks can still host the virus and spread it. Well, they can't think of
everything at once.

seryanhoj

"

"

2 Reply!

3 hours ago

Culling of the herd in a state approved manner.  Perfect!
Ban KKiller

"

"

Reply!

1 hour ago

seems to be the long term plan,,,eliminates the bulk of the useless eaters.
ChanceEffect

"

"

2 Reply!

6 hours ago (Edited)

in. my opinion  of death is the result of the vaccine then it.probably is exactly how it is supposed to work except it is working
better than they thought  

shunk

"

"

2 Reply!

5 hours ago

Since they died from the vaccine, it is registered as a Covid death and the hospital receives more money.
Lanka

"

"

2 Reply!

6 hours ago

here's how it works: >vaccine><"health"passport><digital currency< . if china is all of sudden 'anti-vaxx' it's because they want
to beat the west in launching & establishing a digital currency. let them. they're doing us a v big service

mariane202

"

"

1 Reply!

6 hours ago

Ask yourself- how do I profit from this? You won't change the outcome but you can make enough money from it that you will
never work again.

WrongNumber

"

"

2 Reply!

7 hours ago

Common sense in government died long before Covid19 arrived.
Dornier27

"

"

2 Reply!

7 hours ago

The old people are test subjects for this track and trace system. Operation WarpeD Speed, everyone..... 
Art_Vandelay

"

"

2 1 Reply!

7 hours ago

Most people will take the vaccine coz they beleive any shit their governer or party will tell them... even if it guarantees their early
grave

 

they deserve it

noobnoob

"

"

7 hours ago (Edited)Red Corvair

"For those with the most severe frailty, even relatively mild vaccine side effects can have serious
consequences," the Norwegian Institute of Public Health said.
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2 Reply!

 

They'd have no hesitation in vaccinating corpses if the states paid for it. There's no limit in crime for that kind of greed.

"

"

2 Reply!

10 hours ago

Wait 

+

 Legarde needs her double dose!
Birdbob

"

"

2 7 Reply!

14 hours ago

Everything is so politicized in the States, the pandemic, the vaccine , you can never tell what is the truth.  Lawyer politicians lie
and lie.    China doesn't have this problem.  I've noticed their civil servants are far more honest, truthful,   responsible to the
people,as Elon Musk said.    

Remember 737Max affair.  The only regulator that did its job is China.  vs American FAA lying and  cover up.

Londo
"

"

4 Reply!

14 hours ago

i live in china

 

u r a pure lying pos

condotdo

"

"

2 Reply!

14 hours ago

Surprise! America's Top Owner of Farmland: Bill Gates -- In Control of Food...great...

Bill Gates is the biggest owner of US farmland, having amassed 240,000 acres. His influence in the world food systems is
astounding.

https://www.brighteon.com/2c2d7f8f-be27-4b1f-b60c-264f8c680274

Corn Popp

"

"

2 Reply!

15 hours ago

If 10% were dying from the vaccine in the US would we know?
KropDick

"

"

Reply!

3 hours ago

Probably not. Same applies to most other countries.

Public information about adverse effects of these non-vaccines is withheld.

smacker

"

"

2 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

Grain of salt not needed with assessment, same “experts” say.

The sooner you realize this is all warfare, the sooner all these maneuvers make sense.

Patmos

health experts from Wuhan, China

"

"

16 hours ago

The Vaccine Useless Eaters Protocol gotta start somewhere and why not the Oldsters who will not be missed if they go a few
months early. Rollout to more hardcore useless eaters might be more controversial but nothing that no jab no job no fly no buy
can't handle.

quasi_verbatim

https://www.brighteon.com/2c2d7f8f-be27-4b1f-b60c-264f8c680274
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2 Reply!

That's the program so get with it.

"

"

1 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

i think they just want to murder them to save the pain of having to treat them in the end. its a brilliant plan if you are ez-kill e-
manual i guess. not something i recommend doing if you tarded though. results tend to be on the bad side.

NOT EPS TYING

"

"

2 Reply!

16 hours ago

BLM Commie Freaks, on 12th, in Seattle, just now ...

https://youtu.be/yFOgsx76wHk

Harry Tools

"

"

2 Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

In the last century it was playing with new methods of agricultural production.   In this century its various ex machina vaccine
theories.   Gates is going to get us down to 1 BN one example of government fckery after another.

pashley1411

"

"

2 1 Reply!

16 hours ago

if you can't sue pfizer, sue the nursing home, sue the hospital,

sue the nurse, sue the doctor she works for.

 

opaopaopa

"

"
4 Reply!

16 hours ago

You can't 

ANY entity associated with the vac is immune from prosecution 

CatInTheHat

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

I'm shocked a rushed vaccine would be ineffective and unsafe. Shocked!
ElTerco

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Are you implying that marrying after the first date isn't a good idea.? 

,

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Unless she likes it in the azz...

REDNECK NATION

YEE YEE

MILITANT-HIPPY

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Are you a Nazi ?
Linguo

"

"

16 hours ago

Are you?

Cuz eugenicist Dems sure act like it 

CatInTheHat

"

"

https://youtu.be/yFOgsx76wHk
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Reply!"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

"...at most risk (quite frankly at any real risk at all)"

Well ain't that a sweet little sentiment, after the incessant year-long fear mongering.

I'd be embarrassed, and ashamed...

Cabreado

"

"

2 7 Reply!

17 hours ago

More propaganda by Moderna, to get Norway to buy Moderna

They're perfectly safe, there is absolutely no reason why anybody that is not sick and have a 99.9% chance of recovering using
their own immune system should NOT take it.

If you don't take it, you're being selfish and irresponsible to your Family and your Friends.

You can pass on the Virus by just breathing, so get the VAXX and then put a Mask on and start social distancing so you can't get
it and pass it on.

 

convid21
"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

You first, Mr. Lab Rat.
John Hansen

"

"
4 2 Reply!

17 hours ago (Edited)

Do as I say, not as I do

Some people just don't get sarcasm

convid21

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

I got it! (took two reads to do so, though...)
fightapathy

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

You do realize these are words on a screen w/ no facial expressions or inflections in voice?  Just checking?
Bannedeverywhere

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

A Lie is conveniently hidden between two truths
convid21

"

"

1

17 hours ago

Was that in a fortune cookie?
MILITANT-HIPPY

"

"

1 Reply!

16 hours ago

quotation marks for the disabled, bro
BingoBoggins

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

I have a lot of good reasons to not take the FauXi special to the vein, the first and foremost being that this CONVID ain't that
deadly.

DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"
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2 Reply!"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

If the Virus don't get ya, the Vaxx will get ya.

And if you don't get the Vaxx, the Govmint will get ya

convid21

"

"

Reply!

15 hours ago

Well yeah. Pretty simple math there. 
CatInTheHat

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Apparently, the vaccine doesn't stop you from passing it on!!

We need health freedom!!

 

 

 

Cole44

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

I believe the Pharmaceutical Nutzees are working a Freedom Vaxxine
convid21

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

You were your mother's failed abortion..?

,

Bannedeverywhere

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

Working like a charm. They'll be targeting political dissenters next, by lot number. 
TryingSomethingNew

"

"

2 Reply!

17 hours ago

The first thing they will do after booking the dissident is give them the vaccine.
John Hansen

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/515490300

Special Agent - Healthcare Services/Medical Background

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal Bureau of Investigation

TryingSomethingNew

"

"

1 Reply!

17 hours ago

Be at least 23 years old and not have reached your 37th birthday on appointment. (Being a dumbshitz, is
required).

TryingSomethingNew

"

"

17 hours ago (Edited)

 

Foreign Service Regional Medical Officer/Psychiatrist (RMOP)

Oh, look, they're hiring psychiatrists to discredit your testimony, when you report on that planned false flag
attack that they were planning to blame on you. Nice. 

TryingSomethingNew

https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/515490300
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/515490300%23agency-modal-trigger
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/588472100
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1 Reply!

attack that they were planning to blame on you. Nice. 

"

"

2 1 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Who the phuck really gives a shit what any corrupt pos official from China has to say.  After infecting the entire planet all the while
their officials we're covering up the severity and the risk to the world, they dare tell anybody else what they should do.  Line up all
these Chinese officials against a wall..ready, aim...  Oh, and line up Clinton and her corrupt leftist liberal sycophants too.

Stuart

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Europe and America can't seem to get their crap under control tho

Gotta win the race to the bottom as well I suppose

Five_Black_Eyes_Intel_Agency

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

A vaccine with a 95% efficacy versus a virus with a 95% mortality

Hmm, I think I'll take my chances

Five_Black_Eyes_Intel_Agency

"

"

4 Reply!

17 hours ago

the virus has a much lower fatality rate than what you are saying
charlie_don't_surf

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

Um, so would anyone if that were the true figure.  You missed a couple of zeros.  It's a 0.095% mortality.
Faeriedust

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Maybe the vaccine is the real boomer remover. 
whadday knoa

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

Boomer doomer?
I Write Code

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Question for the smart people, recall you assholes claimed this was from a Bat, SHOULDNT WE BE VACCINATING THE BAT
INSTEAD OF PEOPLE...morons.

Bill of Rights

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago (Edited)

Good luck vaccinating bats, they already have immunity from all the corona viruses they carry

Maybe we should be investigating how bats developed that immunity to begin with...oh wait, now we're getting close to the
conspiracy realm

Five_Black_Eyes_Intel_Agency

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

As I recall, Batman was among the first to be vaccinated. Robin is still waiting. 
SanJoseMutza

"

"

18 hours ago

" the plague that has killed millions around the world "
samuraitrader
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2 1 Reply!

total BS. ZH is no better than MSM

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Quite right. And this applies to the Moderna fake vaccine as well as Pfizer.

What trust and credibility can anybody have in the testing carried out by the Big Pharmas
and government agencies who approved them for mass jabbing?

 

smacker

"[...] suspend the use of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines
 produced by companies such as Pfizer"

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Imagine....medical checkpoints... coming to your town soon.

Welcome to the 4th Industrial Revolution where a transhumanist existence awaits you.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/15/biden-to-deploy-fema-national-guard-to-set-up-covid-vaccine-clinics-across-the-us.html

awake human

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Grab your gun, Beavis. 
 

Varood Diarrhea

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

The transhumanist future won’t await the common people or - more precisely the maximum 500 million (!) of them, which will
be left after the great reset, for these at best a subhuman future is planned.
The transhumanist future will be reserved for the genetically and with bionic features ‚improved‘ elites and their kind 

AnMonist275

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

That'll roll out about as well as their vaccine.
Inevitability

"

"

Reply!

16 hours ago (Edited)

Transhumanism has already begun with the elites years ago, the transhumanism for the herd comes knocking with the
scamdemic vax, leading down the dystopian slope.

I've made what prep I've been meagerly been able to, but for three decades and oh boy am I going to be proud to be
considered subhuman.

awake human

"

"

2 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

There is something odd about unhealthy old people be so susceptible to death. 
yerfej

"

"

18 hours ago

You are not addressing the issue lib schill- old people die, but when they die in numbers unexplained right after/shortly after
a Covid vax it’s an issue.

 

now good lib, line up for your Covid 19 vax- we need less of you 

-

Befits

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/15/biden-to-deploy-fema-national-guard-to-set-up-covid-vaccine-clinics-across-the-us.html
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1 Reply!

now good lib, line up for your Covid 19 vax- we need less of you 

-

"

"

1 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

You're a little slow,, but you might grasp the just
yerfej

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

I think he might be referring to the fake shock of old diabetics dying from the demflu.
charlie_don't_surf

"

"

Reply!

17 hours ago

It was a jest.
wowlamesite

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Just a few months ago it was the elderly the globalists was worried about and used as an excuse to mass-poison people. Now
suddenly the elderly are no concern.  Since children and also young people are not in the risk category we can thus conclude that
the vaccine has no benefit for people over the age of 80 years and for people under 40 years old. That would limit the target
group to people between 40-80 years, but we also know from earlier statements issued from "science" that it is really people over
60 years that are most in risk. That would limit the final risk group to people between 60-80 years old. But we also know that it is
most frequently people who have underlying illnesses that gets infected. That will reduce the risk group even more. 

captain-nemo

"

"

2 5 Reply!

18 hours ago

I just got this vaccine this week! 
sbenard

"

"
7 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Enjoy your transhumanist existence.
awake human

"

"

3 1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Awesome- bye bye now. 
Befits

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

Rock On!!!
Caitlin32

"

"

2 Reply!

18 hours ago

Has your erection lasted more than 4 hours?
booogyman

"

"

2 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Zerobrains 

isn’t it time for your shift at Walmart now??

Corn Pop Was Bidens Butt Buddy

"

"

19 hours ago

What they are admitting now is basically two things. (1) That the vaccine could cause death and (2) That they ("The scientists")
really have no clue whether this vaccine stops people from getting infected or not

captain-nemo
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2 Reply!

really have no clue whether this vaccine stops people from getting infected or not

"

"

1 Reply!

18 hours ago

They phucking know exactly what it does

What i find disturbing is that Americans don't. They are lazy thinkers and let Bill Gates politicians and MSM tell them how
safe it is. 

 

The reality is that it is NOT SAFE AT ALL.

"An injury that occurs at that frequency would not likely be seen in Pfizer/BioNtech’s Phase II clinical trial because only
22,000 people received the vaccine. However, an injury of this severity occurring once in every 25,000 shots could debilitate
or kill 12,000 of the 300 million Americans to whom the company hopes to give the jab.

The public can expect to see more of this strategic chicanery: When a healthy 32-year-old Mexican doctor was hospitalized
with encephalitis — inflammation of his brain and spinal cord —  after receiving the Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine, Mexican
doctors dismissed the injury as unrelated to the vaccination, reasoning that the condition had not been detected in Pfizer/
BioNtech’s clinical trials.

This week an Auburn, New York nursing home reported, without any apparent irony, that 32 of 193 residents have died
the facility began administering the Pfizer vaccine on Dec. 21. The company claims that its clients are dying of COVID-19
infections, not the vaccine.

Equally disturbing, additional deaths may have gone altogether unreported."

 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincidence/

CatInTheHat

"

"

2 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Let's assume that the Chinese have ulterior motives like promoting their ineffective vaccine.

 

I'm not taking the vaccine until I am sure that it is safe.  Some scientist suggest that it could trigger an autoimmune response.  We
don't have enough research to know the answer to that question.  I am waiting to see how the elderly handle it, since they should
be the most sensitive to any problem.  It's not that they are guinea pigs.  They should befit the most from the vaccine.  It allows
them to see family, which may be the most important thing.  But, if the cure is worse than the disease for the elderly, what have
we accomplished?  There's very little benefit to the young.  The risks probably exceed the reward.

 

If it turns out to be useless, do you think they will admit it?

Leroy001

"

"

Reply!

18 hours ago

Oh it's def not useless

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincidence/

CatInTheHat

"

"

2 1 Reply!

19 hours ago

Hmm. People this age just die normally. What give the rest of us a mild fever and achy muscles for a couple of days can push
older people over the brink.

BryanM

"

"

19 hours ago

Its criminal fraud.

No new deadly virus no new disease. Covid19: The Big NWO lie.

BDB

https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-mexico-vaccines-idUSKBN2970H3
https://cnycentral.com/news/local/32-residents-die-from-outbreak-at-auburn-nursing-home
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincidence/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/death-by-coincidence/
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2 Reply!

No new deadly virus no new disease. Covid19: The Big NWO lie.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/01/14/the-world-was-brought-its-knees-in-2020-by-the-banksters-global-
authoritys-1st-virtual-virus-plundermic/

"

"

2 7 Reply!

19 hours ago (Edited)

You could almost take the Chinese doc seriously till he says that the elderly should take "medicines to improve their immune
system".  Contrary to innumerable bogus claims (mostly from new-fashioned snake oil salesmen on the 'net out to make a buck)
THEY DON'T EXIST.

That said, whether the mRNA and other vaccines really help, and how much, is still uncertain. Approval and rollout of all the Covid
vaccines has been far faster than normal, which is legitimate given the circumstances.  But conclusions about safety and benefit
are still uncertain and you could forgive those not in a hurry to try them out.

Meantime, good old ZH shi* stirs as usual and pushes the Trumpish line (that ignoramus) that it's all fuss about nothing, if not
conspiracy.  Lift your game, ZH.  This isn't something for you to play the fool with.

vladiki

"

"

2 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Yep, it's a toxic killer. You're not putting that in my fockin' vein.
DNC = Democratic NAZI Committee

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Vaccinating an elderly and already health compromised individual with even a small dose of a deadly disease is going to have its
risks.

Needless to say, you don't need to be a Dr. Fauci to understand this.

 

Packard27

"

"

3 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

The vaccine doesn't have the disease. It has a blueprint that it provides to your cells that tell it how to make part of the
disease. Then your immune system attacks that, which can of course lead to the same dangers of an overactive immune
response.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"

2 1 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

There's one left! 

Pfizer will be knocking on your door with a bill for the use of their proprietory genomes you agreed to to be mRNA'd into your
existence. Happy Reproduction my Genetically Modified (human) Organism. No they don't take Bitcoin.

 

Who Owns You?: Science, Innovation, and the Gene Patent Wars (Blackwell Public Philosophy Series) 2nd Edition

by David Koepsell

pismobird

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago (Edited)

Great news for lemmings.  Vaccines kill you before you hit the rocks according to mountains of autopsy reports.  It is generally
estimated according to WHO that lemmings begin to die 200 feet from the rocks while other reports indicate more lemmings die
within 15 feet of the rocks.  Scavenging wolves among the un-reclaimed bodies are showing symptoms of dementia or stark-
barking madness that curiously whets the appetite so much so that Goldman Sachs hope to isolate this new wolf dementia virus
to inspire employees to achieve vaster profits in a financial market well and truly on the rocks.

ThePub'Lick_Hare

"

"

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/01/14/the-world-was-brought-its-knees-in-2020-by-the-banksters-global-authoritys-1st-virtual-virus-plundermic/
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=David+Koepsell&text=David+Koepsell&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
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2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Quick give it xiden.
MX_DOGG

"

"

2 1 Reply!

20 hours ago

The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines need 2 doses spaced a few weeks apart. Are there enough doses to administer the amount of
vaccine the manufacturer is calling for? It doesn't sound like this rollout is going to be very smooth.

DemandSider

"

"

4 Reply!

20 hours ago

The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines were designed to do one thing: fail spectacularly so that trump can be blamed.

That will tee up the Harris vaccines.

Don't look in the trunk...

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HZjZbJuhPAo&t=70

zerodrudge.com

"

"

2 Reply!

20 hours ago

Don't get me wrong, I don't support any of this farce. I'm just relaying yet another instance where even those who do
aren't following their own protocol.

DemandSider

"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

There is a huge shortage of needles.

Ask any pharmacist.

 

TheAnswerIs42

"

"

1 Reply!

20 hours ago

Which makes it even less likely that the manufacturers' guidelines can be followed.
DemandSider

"

"

2 1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

It took the end of US elections for public health officials to finally start talking about life expectancy and covid.
LeftandRightareWrong

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

israel has vaccinated 25% of the population and now have highest "cases per million" on the planet:

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/

 

opaopaopa

"

"

Reply!

20 hours ago

NB: from that information 99.1% of all ages survive Covid.

Now tell me why you would want to give Covid by vaccination to infect more people.

Soon they will be saying take the Vax then lock down, wear a mask and no talking because your infected 

You cannot fix stupid! 

Mentaliusanything

"

"

 (Edited)karzai_luver

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HZjZbJuhPAo&t=70
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/israel/
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2 1 Reply!

22 hours ago (Edited)

Now even the Chinese (no friend of anyone) are waving the yellow flag.

Wow can the troll army be  turned in time.

Check with the trolls on  Zh for exciting news.

karzai_luver

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

GMO food bad, but GMO human good!?

Simple as.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Death is not a side effect. Death is the cure.
theunknown

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

it seems that in relative terms more people will eventually die from the experimental vaccine than from contracting the plandemic
fake corona virus...

Ted Baker

"

"

2 Reply!

22 hours ago

Pretty obvious and SINISTER that the culling of the elderly was ALWAYS one of the main goals.

..

pinkos

..

"

"
1 Reply!

22 hours ago

It's the death panels, basically. Sarah Palin was right.
Yagyu Jubei

"

"

4 Reply!

22 hours ago

Only to a Covidiot wearing two tinfoil hats
Fart Vandelay

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

The Pension funds need to get rid of their liabilities.
Dzerzhhinsky

"

"

Reply!

22 hours ago

Wonder why?  

 

 

Rest Easy

"

"

2 Reply!

23 hours ago

We can rebuild him, we have the technology. 
George Bayou

"

"

2 Reply

23 hours ago

Buy Russian.
Genby

"

"
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